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Preface

Recent cuts inflicted in the budget of the Portuguese

Air Force directed the attention of the decision makers to

the need of relate aircraft readiness with logistics

resources* The purpose of this research was to provide the

Portuguese Air Force Logistics Command managers with a model

which relates aircraft availability with expenditures on

spare parts needed to carry on the inventory. The optimal

allocation of funds to spare parts acquisition is also

provided by the model.

Few research projects are the results of one man's
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indebted to Major Ronald Stokes and Fred Reiroad of

AFLC/XRSC for furnishing all documents related with the AAM

model and giving the necessary assistance, explanations and

guidance to the understand of the model. I would

especially like to thank my thesis advisor, Major Joseph R.

Litko. His advice and assistance has been invaluable.

Extending to the Portuguese Air Force, I would like to

thank Major Patricio, Captain Domingos and Captain Jesus for

their contribution with the tremendous effort on the data

collection in order to test the model. To the Portuguese

Liaison Officer at AFLC, Colonel Martins and his family,

I have a special thanks for their continuous moral support

and encouragement along all these months.
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Abs trac t

One of the general concerns of the Portuguese Air Force

top managers is to relate resources to readiness. This

research addresses the relationship between spare parts and

aircraft availability, as a component of the general problem

of relating resources to readiness. As background, the

theoretical development and problem solution techniques

of METRIC: A Multi-Echelon Technique for Recoverable Item

Control, MOD-METRIC: A Model for Multi-Item, Multi-Echelon,

Multi-Indenture Inventory System, and AAM (Aircraft Availa-

bility Model) models are presented. After identifying the

major mathematical issues and contributions of each model to

the solution of the problem, an easy-to-use mathematical

computer model, that simplifies the actual Aircraft Availa-

bility Model in use by the Air Force Logistics Command

(FG-and that fits the requirements of the Portuguese Air

Force, is presented. The simplified model for aircraft

availability provides solutions that are very close to his-

toric values. An additional benefit of the simplified model

is that it can be used to predict either aircraft availabi-

lity or total expenditures. It is recommended that weapon

system managers in the Portuguese Air Force use the model to

budget the spare parts requirements for each aircraft type.
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AIRCRAFT READINESS UNDER BUDGET CONSTRAINT,

ITS RELATIONSHIP WITH LOGISTICS RESOURCES;

THE SPARE PARTS COMPONENT,

A MODEL FOR THE PORTUGUESE AIR FORCE.

I. Introduction

General Concern

One of the principal concerns of the Portuguese Air

Force Logistics Command is the need to relate resources to

readiness. Readiness is defined as the ability of weapon

systems to perform their assigned missions. To measure

readiness, the interactions between hardware reliability,

the operational environment, and the logistics system must

be known. For this reason, the percentage of scheduled

flying hours actually flown during a specific time period is

used as the measure of readiness.

Throughout the last two or three years it has been

difficult to accomplish the flying hour goal, partly due to

budget restrictions. Although the budget is very

restrictive, it is suspected that other factors may signifi-

cantly influence the accomplishment of this goal. The iden-

tification and analysis of these factors are very important

for more precise and adequate determination of the level of

readiness.



To measure readiness, as stated before, it is necessary

to quantify the interactions between three areas: hardware

reliability, operational environment and the logistics

system. The hardware reliability is projected on the fre-

quency of maintenance actions needed to keep the system

operating. The performance of logistics systems is measured

by the frequency of maintenance actions, the support equip-

ment necessary to accomplish them, and the level of spare

parts available when supporting the operational require-

ments. Thus, a weapon system is ready to accomplish its

mission when all required maintenance actions are performed

and no spare parts are missing.

Problem Statement

In the past two or three years, the Portuguese Air

Force has come to realize that it needs more precise data to

better grasp the implications of its decisions on the fun-

ding of weapon systems effectiveness-related accounts.

Resource constraints and funding shortfalls have generated a

wave of concern about the readiness of the Air Force. As

part of the readiness problem, the interaction between spare

parts budget allocation and aircraft availability is not

adequately understood by Portuguese Air Force managers.

Concomitant with this problem there is another one. Portu-

guese Air Force management has not developed adequate tools

to measure or define the interrelationships between them.
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Brief Background

A previous study done at Portuguese Air Force head-

quarters (23) addressed the general concern of relating

resources to readiness. The result was a model which uses

available data from the last three years as its input. The

actual readiness rate attained during this three year period

was included as part of the input. However, the model is

inadequate in that the interaction between the budget

constraint, level of spare parts and aircraft availability

was not addressed.

As a result of the strong budget constraint, the levels

of spare parts have been reduced to a point that adversely

affects weapon system availability. For a better utiliza-

tion of scarce resources it is necessary to have a respon-

sive link between the budget allocated to spare parts and

weapon system availability.

In any spare parts inventory, a large part of the

investment is concentrated in assets referred to as recove-

rable items; that is, items that can be repaired and

restored when they fail (10:472). Because of their

importance the U. S. Air Force has developed at least three

inventory models to help determine the proper recoverable

item stock levels for a given investment in spare parts.

These three models, METRIC: A Multi-Echelon Technique for

Recoverable Item Control, MOD-METRIC: A Model for Multi-

Item, Multi-Echelon, Multi-indenture Inventory System, and

3



the AAM (Aircraft Availability Model), are currently used by

the Air Force Logistics Command (AFLC). They will be the

baseline in this research effort. A more detailed overview

of them will be presented in Chapter II.

METRIC Model. METRIC models a two-echelon

(base/depot), multi-item inventory system (20). Its purpose

is to determine the proper stock levels for recoverable

items which are part of a larger end item (for the purpose

of this research it is considered the aircraft). One of its

drawbacks is that only recoverable parts at the first level

can be modeled; that is, the recoverables that are directly

applied to the aircraft as an item.

MOD-METRIC Model. MOD-METRIC models the more complex

environment of a two-echelon, two-indenture inventory system

(10). By two-indentures we mean the components are modu-

larly designed; that is, the recoverable items themselves

contain recoverable items. The purpose of this modular

design is to shorten the repair time of the primary compo-

nents (by simply removing and replacing the recoverable

modules).

The current implementation of MOD-METRIC on the AFLC

CREATE computer system (2) presents some difficulties when a

recoverable item being modeled contains many modules and/or

is located at many bases. One problem is the computation

time associated with one run of the program; another problem

is the limited range of solution points (total budget). To

r -4



find each solution point the approach taken is to partition

~the problem into an LRU subproblem and an SRU subproblem.

Each subproblem is then solved for several different trial

budgets subject to a budget constraint. The selection of

the budget constraints for the subproblems is arbitrary.

However, the subproblems together must be subject to a total

budget constraint. It is clear that the solution depends on

the bounds selected for the LRU and SRU investments.

AAM. AAM is a generalization of the MOD-METRIC problem

with a different objective function (11). While using METRIC

concepts to model a multi-indenture inventory system,

marginal analysis techniques are employed to relate the

recoverable items budget with the aircraft availability

rates.

Literature Review

This research effort is concerned with determining

aircraft operational effectiveness based on the maintenance

and supply support characteristics. A system's effective-

ness is a multi-faceted characteristic. Sherif and Kheir

have defined it as "... the probability that the system can

successfully meet an operational demand within a given time

when operated under specific conditions" (22:1). One of the

measures of this quality is readiness, which of itself can

be defined any number of ways. For example, and using the

same source, readiness is define as "... the probability

5



that at any point in time [the system] is either operating

satisfactorily or is ready to be placed in operation on

demand when used under stated conditions" (22:5). Others,

including R. H. Monahan and the Department of Defense Readi-

ness Management Steering Group, have defined it more

generally as the ability of the system to perform the

mission for which it vas designed during a normal operating

cycle (8:3;9:3; 14:C-11). Readiness is not easily defined.

In fact, Monahan (9:12-16) compiled a list of sample defini-

tions used within the Department of Defense. Each of these

definitions is related with the scope of functional

requirements of readiness. They are specific at the bottom

level of the echelon hierarchy, and broader at the top

level. Echelon dependency is one factor inherent in

readiness definition. Thus, in this research, readiness is

defined as the probability that a system mission is launched

when it is scheduled. In other words this means that all

maintenance actions must be performed and the required spare

parts must be available in order to have the aircraft ready

to accomplish its assigned mission.

In the Aircraft Readiness Analysis Program of the

Portuguese Air Force (16:2-8), aircraft readiness (AR) is

defined as the ratio between Mission Capable (MC) aircraft

and the number of Aircraft Available (AA) at each base.

AR - MC/A
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In order to evaluate the contribution of spare parts to

the problem of aircraft readiness, the aircraft availability

concept must be introduced. An aircraft is considered to be

ready, or MC, when it is not waiting for maintenance actions

to be performed on it and all spare parts needed for the

mission are available. Thus, the measure of aircraft

readiness or Mission Capable is a function of two other

measures; one for the maintenance system, Not Mission

Capable due to Maintenance (NMCM), and another for the

supply system, Not Mission Capable due to Supply (NMCS).

Aircraft availability rate is the quantity used to measure

the performance of the supply system. Similarly, an air-

craft is defined to be available if it is not missing a

part. The availability rate for an aircraft type is then

the percentage of aircraft available over a specified time

period.

The literature review for this research effort is

divided into two phases involving the subject of readiness.

Phase 1 consists of a review of the readiness-analysis

problem, or more specifically, a subset of the overall

problem, namely, the logistics resources-to-readiness issue.

Phase 2 consists of an investigation on the current status

of research in what concerns the logistics-readiness

discussion, or more specifically, on money allocation among

competing resources, namely, spare part stocks.

Readiness-Analysis Problem. The subject of readiness

7



has been extremely prevalent not only in the Portuguese Air

Force but also in the United States Department of Defense.

Much time and money have been spent studying the readiness-

analysis problem, including defining readiness, measure

readiness, relating logistics resources to readiness, and

evaluating the importance of readiness.

While all of these facets of the readiness issue are

important, there has been, in the past two years, an

emphasis on the third element of the problem. However,

recognition of the need to relate resources to readiness is

not new. The following statement concerning logistics pro-

blems is attributed to Vice Admiral Gaddis, USN, in 1974.

An example of logistics problem is our need for a
simple, usable definition of material readiness of
Naval forces, a means of measuring it, and some
perfectly definite input-output relationships.
We need to be able to link resources inputs, and
this means money, to any of the numerous potential
outputs, and these mean military applications.
We need to be able to predict not only how much
readiness measure will change, but also when it
will change, as a result of changes in inputs. (9:11)

Although Vice Admiral Gaddis was concerned with the Depart-

ment of the Navy, his statement is equally applicable to the

Air Force.

The Congress took actions to increase attention to

relationships between resources and readiness in the 1978

Defense Authorization Act. This Act required that the

Department of Defense budget submission to the Congress"...

8



include data projecting the effect (on readiness) of the

appropriations requested for material readiness require-

ments" (7:1). The Department was also to submit to the

Congress "... a report setting forth quantifiable and measu-

rable material readiness requirements" (7:1).

When attempting to comply with these requirements, the

Office of the Secretary of Defense faced a number of prob-

lems. First, there were no clearly defined or agreed-upon

measurable material readiness requirements. Secondly, some

goals existed, but they were generally not related to any

analysis of combat capability. Thirdly, there was no abil-

ity to project the effect of appropriations on materiel

readiness (7:1; 1:15; 8:3).

Because of this and other weapon system acquisition

problems, Deputy Secretary of Defense Frank Carlucci char-

tered five working groups to make recommendations to improve

the acquisition process used by the services, and early in

1981, he identified a list of actions for implementation by

the Department of Defense. A number of these actions

involve the readiness issue. They include steps to improve

system support and readiness, to improve reliability and

support, and to increase program manager control over

support resources (4:54).

To implement these Defense Acquisition Initiatives

requires methods of relating resources to readiness. This

led to the current emphasis on developing readiness models

9
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which consider the logistics support elements. The normal

approach to this modeling problem has been to use detailed

models of the system's operational and maintenance environ-

ment. An example of application of this modeling technique

of detailed environments is the LCOM model. There are,

however, at least two distinct disadvantages to this

approach. First, these types of models generally require a

large amount of detailed data which probably is not avail-

able early in the system life cycle when the program manager

must make important logistics planning decisions. Secondly,

it is not uncommon to require several months to a year to

set up the networks and data files for a run of a model such

as the MOD-METRIC model or the Aircraft Availability model

(AAM). For additional information on these models, the

reader is referred to their User's Manuals (12 and 5,

respectively). These large simulation models often require

several hours to run in batch mode. Generally, they can not

be run in interactive mode. These disadvantages limit the

number of "what-ifs" which the analyst can consider as well

as the responsiveness to those few options which the program

does want to be investigated. A simplified version of the

AAM can be developed in order to be an easy-to-use model

which will run quickly with a minimum amount of data. This

model will have the necessary requirements to relate air-

craft availability to spare parts levels, minimizing the

investment. This model is, of course, not the only one in

10



existence that attempts to provide the capability to perform

this type of analysis. However, it gives the necessary

insight in order to apply its concepts to the Portuguese Air

Force needs.

Logistics-Readiness Discussion. With the downward

movement of the defense budget, the Portuguese Air Force is

experiencing a period of underfunding for logistics

resources. One of the most significant problem areas

involved the funding of replenishment spare parts. This

logistics resource category includes all of the higher cost

assemblies and subassemblies required to keep individual

aircraft operationally ready. As these items fail, they

must be repaired at base or depot level; or if not economi-

cally reparable, they are condemned and discarded. Stocks

of these items must be maintained at base or depot level to

replace failed items that are condemned or placed in the

repair cycle.

Because of the current lack of sufficient funding,

these stocks were drawn to low levels. This resulted in

decreased numbers of mission capable aircraft.

To some extent, this erosion of the optimal base number

of spares took place due to the inability of the Portuguese

Air Force management to directly relate funding levels and

aircraft readiness. Readiness is measured by the

availability of spare parts and the accomplishment of the

maintenance actions required to keep the aircraft ready for



the mission. The availability of spares is a function of

the level carried on the inventory which, in turn, is

a function of the demand (failure rate) and unit price.

Thus, the purchase price should be one of the elements to

take into consideration when determining optimal amounts of

spares for the corrective maintenance. Petrovic, Senborn

and Vujosevic have developed a combined

optimization/simulation approach to determine the spares

needed in an inventory when some of the parameters are not

completely known. The system components are classified into

subcategories, defined by the range of failure rate and its

representative unit price. The subcategories are optimized

until the performance measure of spares is satisfied (15).

This suggests the use of marginal analysis techniques in

selecting the greatest improvement towards the optimal

solution. In particular when selecting from ranked elements

or categories.

The lack of funds can not be claimed as the only prob-

lem found when relating resources to readiness. Misalloca-

tion of money among different resources is another problem.

Given a certain distribution of resources and a certain

amount of money for replenishment, the optimal use of the

money for replenishment must be found. This problem can be

approached in different ways. For example, given a dif-

ferent number of items to repair or to buy and a certain

amount of money to invest in the required resources, find

12



the optimal equivalent in resources of the available money.

Several authors addressed this general problem of allocation

of resources. Einbu has presented an algorithm for the

assignment of resources to depots and for establishment and

replenishment of depot stockpiles (5). The problem examined

is that of distributing resources among a set of locations

(depots) so as to optimize an objective function associated

with a given level of activities.

The interface between logistics resources and readiness

is not complete without addressing the importance of mainte-

nance manpower. Readiness, when measured as the availa-

bility of the aircraft over a certain period of time, can be

evaluated by maintenance manpower requirements. As des-

cribed by Blom and Evans, "Logistics manpower models ...

establish the relationship between Air Force program

variables and logistics workload requirements" (3:18).

Flying hour and inventory factors are developed for these

logistics manpower models. Using these factors, it is

possible to project manpower requirements to accommodate

changes to the inventory or number of flying hours. With

this type of relationship, the financial resource allocation

required for each flying hour can be identified.

Summary. The literature research consisted of two main

areas, readiness-analysis and logistics-readiness. In the

first area, published literature by the Department of

Defense was selected to show its concern with the subject of

13



readiness. The current development in readiness models,

which consider the logistics support elements were analyzed.

METRIC, MOD-METRIC and AAM are three of these models. Two

main disadvantages in these models were identified. One of

them is the need f or large amounts of data. The other is

the long data f ile set up time required due to the level of

detail of these models. Because of these disadvantages,

the needs of the analysts during the "what if" analysis are

not met. Therefore, a quick-answer model is required for

preliminary research which might lead to detailed analysis

of promising options. A simplified version of the AAM has

the capability to relate aircraft availability to spare

parts levels minimizing the necessary investment.

In conclusion, this literature review gives the essen-

tial insight required to identify the concepts for a model

development that can meet the needs of the Portuguese Air

Force. With this model, the budget allocation to spare

parts problem will be solved with the total flying hours

goal maximized for a certain level of funding.

Scp and Limitations

As stated before, the concern of this research is

related with identification and analysis of the interaction

between spare parts and aircraft availability, a component

of the problem of relating readiness to logistics resources.

Logistics resources must be supported by the Portuguese Air

14



Force budget. Every year, the Air Force is faced with the

same problem: there is a conflict between achieving opera-

tional requirements and allocating se .ce financial

resources for maintenance and supply. The main concern of

this report is the allocation of the budget to spare parts

in order to maximize the number of aircraft available,

giving the opportunity to maximize the operational flying

hours.

There are a number of constraints on the research

effort. These constraints are needed as an attempt to bound

the research within the time frame available. The scope of

the study is defined by the spare parts component of the

logistics resources. Since almost all of the budget allo-

cated to spare parts is spent on recoverables, the majority

of the attention in this research will be given to these

components. Only one type of aircraft is considered in

developing the model. As a follow-on in this effort other

aircraft can be added to compete for these resources. Also,

the modeling of manpower and support equipment requirements

can be the subject of further research.

Research Oblectives

It is the purpose of this research to develop an easy-

to-use computer model, which runs quickly and requires a

minimum amount of input data. Spare parts is the component

of logistics resources which will be specifically considered

by this model. It will use this resource to determine the

15



availability of a specific aircraft type given a certain

level of budget and the total flying hour program esta-

blished. Also, the model will allocate the budget in order

to maximize the level of aircraft availability.

Research Questions

In order to meet the research objectives, the attempt

to answer the following questions will give the correct

directions to be followed.

1. What are the relationships between spare parts

budget levels and aircraft availability?

2. Can a conceptualization of the interrelationships

between aircraft availability and the spare parts

needed to support the flying hour programs be

developed and used as the basis for an easy-to-use

mathematical computer model?

3. Can the developed model function as a management

tool, whereby, managers can determine the effect

of proposed changes in spare parts budget on air-

craft availability ?; or,

Can they, given an aircraft availability goal,

determine the budget level required for spare

parts ?

Overview

In the following chapter, Chapter II, the supply system

and the repair cycle concepts will be described. Included

16



in this chapter an overview of the METRIC, MOD-METRIC and

AAM models will be presented with more detail. The chapter

will be finished with the statement of the assumptions and

the description of the context in which the model to be

developed will be used.

Supported by the theory, concepts and assumptions of

the METRIC, MOD-METRIC and AAM models, chapter III presents

the methodology used in developing the two-echelon, two-

indenture model for one aircraft type. The implementation

of this model in the Portuguese Air Force is also discussed.

Chapter IV presents the model with more detail. It

begins with a narrative description and follows with a

discussion on verification and validation of the model. A

baseline scenario is defined and the model tested against

historic data. This chapter concludes with the discussion of

the results and analysis of sensitivity of the model.

In chapter V, the last chapter, the summary and conclu-

sions of the research will be presented. Managerial impli-

cations that follows from the use of this model and sug-

gested areas of further research are also presented.

All batch files, fortran programs and subroutines are

included as appendices to this report.

17



II. Background:

Overview of the METRIC: MOD-METRIC and

Aircraft Availability Models

This chapter describes the supply system and the repair

cycle concepts used along this research, and gives an over-

view of METRIC; MOD-METRIC and Aircraft Availability inven-

tory models. Each of these models has been developed to

determine base and depot stock levels of several recoverable

items so that a particular system performance measure is

optimized for a specified total cost. The discussion of

each model is organized in the following sections: system

environment, assumptions, data requirements, model objective

and problem solution. METRIC is more fully described by

Sherbrooke (20); MOD-METRIC by Muckstadt (10), and the

Aircraft Availability Model by O'Malley (11). Assumptions

and description of the context in which the model to be

developed will be used, are presented by the end of the

chapter.

Supply System Conceet

For the scope of this research the supply system is

composed of one central depot with repair capability and

several operational bases.

The spare parts carried in inventory by this supply

18



system fall in two categories: consumables and recoverables.

Consumables are all low-cost and high-demand items that, and

in general, are not reparable. Recoverables are all high-

cost and low-demand items that, when a failure occurs in

operation, they can be removed and repaired. The management

of these two categories of items follows two well known

inventory policies. The (s,S) policy is used to manage the

consumable category. This policy specifies that, when the

quantity on hand plus on order minus backorders is less than

or equal to the reorder point, s, an order is placed to

bring the inventory position up to S. The management of

high-cost and/or low-demand items follows the (s-1,s)

policy. This policy means that a reorder is placed whenever

a demand occurs, and this is considered the optimal policy

for this class of items. Most aircraft recoverable spare

parts that may cost hundreds of dollars and are typically

demanded a few times a year at an individual base are in-

cluded in this important class.

Repair Cycle Concept

The repair cycle is based on a two echelon system.

Items that have failed are removed from the aircraft or end

item and repaired at the base facility if possible. If a

serviceable item is available at the base supply center, it

is installed on the aircraft while the failed item is being

repaired. In this situation, once the item has been

repaired, it becomes part of base stock. If no replaceable
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item is available, the item is returned to the aircraft

after being repaired.

Frequently, the base is unable to repair the failed

item. These incidents are known as Not-Reparable-This-

Station (NRTS). NRTS items are returned to the depot for

repair or condemnation. When this action is required, a

demand is placed on the depot for a serviceable item. When

the depot has the item in stock, it is sent to the base

prior to the arrival of the failed item at the depot. If no

item is in serviceable stock at the depot, the resupply is

delayed until an asset returns from the depot repair cycle.

. Base _ I Base I
Repair I I Stock 1

I i
Aircraft I ----------------------

I(End item)I I

......... ] Depot I _ Depot I
I Repair I I Stock I

Legend

Failed component

Serviceable component

Figure 1. Repair cycle

Upon arrival at the depot, the unserviceable item from

the base goes through the depot repair cycle and becomes a
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part of the depot stock. When the serviceable item is sent

to the base from the depot, it is given to the maintenance

facility for replacement on the aircraft or is returned to

base stock. This completes the cycle for a recoverable

asset. Figure 1 depicts this two echelon environment.

The fundamental decision in the two echelon environment

is the determination of the total number of assets required

to support the weapon system. The total requirement con-

sists of those assets in stock at base supply, in repair at

the base, in the depot repair cycle, in stock at the depot,

and those in the shipping process between the base and the

depot.

METRIC: A Multi-Echelon Technique for Recoverable Item

Control

System Environment. METRIC introduces a new concept in

computing stock levels. Instead of computing them on the

basis of artificial estimates of holding cost rate and

backorder cost, its approach focuses management attention on

the entire weapon system so that an appropriate combination

of system effectiveness and system cost can be selected.

METRIC models a two-echelon system such as the one described

in the previous section. The goal of METRIC is to determine

both requirements and distribution of recoverable items in a

two-echelon inventory system.
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Data Requirements. Data items related to the repair

cycle described above, in addition to other data such as

cost and demand (failure) rates, are the required inputs for

the METRIC model. This data is as follows:

- Number of recoverable items;
- Number of bases;
- Cost of the item;
- Expected base repair time;

- .xpected order and ship time;
-Expected depot repair time;
-Probability that a failure of an item
requires base repair;

-Expected number of demands for an item
at a given location; and

-Stock level for an item at a given location.

Assumptions. METRIC assumes that demand for each item

is described by a compound Poisson process. A compound

Poisson process is a generalization of the Poisson process

which allows more flexibility in describing demands, while

retaining the simple analytic properties of the Poisson

process. Compound Poisson processes are well knovn and

discussed in other works (6 and 21). The logarithmic

Poisson process, a member of the compound Poisson family,

assumes that demands arrive at the system in batches where

the number of batches per time period follows a Poisson

process and the number of demands per batch has a logarith-

mic distribution. This is particularly useful and METRIC

makes use of it.

Sherbrooke (21:11-12) showed that when demands per

batch follow the logarithmic distribution and batches arrive
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according to a Poisson process then the resulting compound

Poisson process is described by the negative binomial dis-

tribution.

Feeney and Sherbrooke highlight two important proper-

ties of the compound Poisson distributions (6:394):

1. Any compound Poisson distribution has a

variance that exceeds or equals its mean.
When the variance equals the mean the com-
pound Poisson reduces to a simple Poisson.

2. The Compound Poisson distributions are the

most general class of "memoryless" discrete
distributions, i.e., the number of demands
occurring in a time period does not influ-
ence the probabilities of demand in any
other non-overlapping time period.

These mroperties are important because the demand data

usually produces variances that exceed the mean. Thus, the

compound Poisson distribution allows us to model a demand

process with variance to mean ratio greater than one, yet

still maintains the "memoryless" feature of the Poisson

process.

METRIC assumes that the demand process for each item

has a constant variance to mean ratio, V/R, over all bases,

but V/R may vary among items.

The demand process is assumed to be stationary; that

is, the arrival rate and the V/R of the compound Poisson

process are constant over time. Although this implies that

METRIC is primarily for use as a long range planning tool in

a steady-state environment, program data (such as flying
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hours per time period) can be adjusted to reflect different

assumptions concerning the steady-state operational levels.

It is assumed that a failure of one type of item is

statistically independent of those that occur for any other

type of item.

In METRIC lateral resupply between bases is ignored.

When a base ships an item to the depot and requests a repla-

cement, a serviceable item will be resupplied from the depot

if available. If the depot has no item on stock, the base

must wait for a unit from the depot repair cycle. By not

modeling this process, METRIC provides slightly conservative

stock levels.

The modeling of the repair process incorporates three

important assumptions. First, the level at which repair is

performed depends only on the complexity of repair, not on

current workload at the base or depot. Second, the repair

times of individual demands are statistically independent.

Finally, METRIC assumes that there is no batching of units

before repair begins: when a failed item arrives for repair

it begins immediately. This assumption essentially states

that we have no constraints on repair capacity.

One final assumption of METRIC is that different items

may be given different "essentialities",that is, the objec-

tive function may provide different weights to the perfor-

mance of different items.
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Model Oblective. The objective of this model is to

determine the base and depot stock levels (Stock is defined

to be the total stock on hand plus on order plus in repair

minus backorders) which minimize total expected base level

backorders for a specific set of items and bases suoject to

an investment constraint. Following Sherbrooke (20) and

Feeney and Sherbrooke (6), a base backorder for an item

exists any time there is an unsatisfied demand for that

item at base level. A backorder day for one type of item

results from one item being backordered for one day. Note

that n backorder days may result from several causes; e. g.,

one item backordered n days or n items backordered one day.

If backorder days are accumulated over an extended length of

time, the daily expected number of backorders-days can be

found by dividing the accumulated backorders-days by the

number of days in the data period and calculating the

mathematical expectation of this quantity.

The expected number of backorder days for one type of

item at one base is given by the compound Poisson probabili-

ty and the number of outstanding backorders.

The objective of the METRIC is to calculate expected

base backorders summed over all items and all bases. This

looks reasonable since it is assumed that aircraft availabi-

lity only depends on base backorders. It is important to

note that this model does not explicitly try to minimize

depot backorders; depot backorders are implicitly related
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with base backorders.

Problem Solution. The solution technique first sug-

gested for the METRIC problem by Sherbrooke (20) essentially

uses a marginal allocation approach; a unit of stock is

added to the item and base (or depot) that produces the

maximum decrease in total expected base backorders per unit

of cost. This procedure is repeated until the budget

constraint is reached.

MOD-METRIC: A Two-Echelon, Two-Indenture Inventory Model

System Environment. MOD-METRIC extends METRIC to

include a hierarchical or indentured parts structure. The

model permits two levels of parts to be considered, an

assembly and its components. Recoverable items have been

redesigned to reduce repair times. The new design is based

on the modularity concept. The idea is to have an assembly

composed of several subassemblies or modules, that are easy

to remove and replace. When the item fails it is removed

from the aircraft and repaired in the shop by simply re-

moving and replacing the failed module. The assembly is

normally referred to as the Line Replaceable Unit (LRU),

while the modules are referred to as Shop Replaceable Units

(SRUs).

To support this concept operationally, serviceable

inventories of both LRUs and SRUs are maintained at the
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bases and depot. When an LRU fails on an aircraft, a servi-

ceable LRU from base stock (if available) replaces the

failed LRU. The failed LRU then goes immediately to either

base repair; or if necessary, is shipped to the depot and an

LRU resupply request is issued to the depot. At the base

repair facility, if the LRU failure has been caused by a

faulty SRU, this SRU is replaced with a serviceable SRU from

base stock (if available) and the repaired LRU is placed in

base serviceable inventory. If no SRU stock is available,

the LRU must wait for a serviceable SRU. At the depot, the

LRU is assumed to be repaired (or overhauled) as an entire

entity, without its SRUs being replaced.

When a faulty SRU is removed at a base, it goes through

the same repair steps as the LRU (except the SRU has no

modules). The SRU is a recoverable item and the (s-1,s)

inventory policy is assumed. Thus, the faulty SRU immedi-

ately goes into either base repair, or an SRU depot resupply

request is issued and the faulty SRU is shipped to the

depot. It is the modeling of this SRU repair cycle that

distinguishes MOD-METRIC from METRIC. The repair process is

shown in Figure 2.

Now there are several different stock levels which will

affect system performance. If base LRU stock levels are

zero, an aircraft will have to wait the average LRU base

resupply time before it becomes operational. As base LRU

stock levels increase, the average delay in repairing an
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aircraft will decrease, since serviceable LRU stock will

satisfy some demands immediately. Depot LRU stock levels

and base SRU stock levels both affect the LRU base resupply

time, but do not directly affect the average time to repair

an aircraft. The goal of MOD-METRIC is to determine all

these stock levels, for a single LRU and its associated

SRUs, so that the total expected LRU base backorders are

minimized for a specified total cost.

Base LRU I
I Stock I

I Base LRU re- I---------- -----------
##il pair; remove j==J Base SRU I..I Base SRU I
# I replace SRU I I Repair I I Stock I I
# -----------------------------------------

I Aircraft 1 ............. I
l(End item)J I I

# I Depot LRU I I Depot SRU 1..j Depot SRU I I
Illilil#[ Repair I I Repair I I Stock I I

I I

I Depot LRU I
I Stock I

Legend

## Failed LRU -- Serviceable LRU

-- Failed SRU .. Serviceable SRU

Figure 2. LRU and SRU Repair cycle
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Data Requirements. The data item requirements for the

MOD-METRIC model are as follow:

- Number of SRUs associated with LRU;
- Number of bases;
- Cost of SRU;
- Cost of LRU;
- Expected base repair time of SRU;
- Expected order and ship time for SRU from

base to depot;
- Expected depot repair time of SRU;
- Probability a failure of an SRU requires
base repair;

- Expected number of demands (failures) for
SRU at one location; and

- Stock level for an SRU at each location.

Assumptions. All but two of the assumptions under the

METRIC model are valid for the MOD-METRIC model. These two,

and one additional assumption are discussed below.

MOD-METRIC does not assume that the demand process for

LRUs and SRUs is compound Poisson. Instead, it is assumed

that only one demand is placed on the system per arrival and

that these arrivals occur according to a simple Poisson

process. However, the mean is assumed to be random variable

described by a gamma distribution. This change of assump-

tion in demand process is of minimal effect, though, since a

Poisson demand process with a gamma distributed mean can be

shown to have a negative binomial distribution. This is the

same as the logarithmic Poisson process; the same distribu-

tion as in METRIC.

The other METRIC assumption not made in MOD-METRIC

concerns the use of different objective function essen-
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tialities for different components. These essentialities

are included in METRIC primarily to approximately model the

LRU/SRU relationship that MOD-METRIC handles explicitly.

That is, in METRIC formulation, an LRU and its associated

SRUs would all be considered components whose backorders are

to be minimized. It is clear that we would want to weight

the LRU backorders more heavily than the SRU backorders; the

essentialities would attempt to do this, although in a

rather arbitrary way. MOD-METRIC does not need to assign

these weights.

MOD-METRIC assumes that when an LRU failure is caused

by SRUs, only one SRU has failed. This assumption is rea-

sonable for most modularly designed components and greatly

simplifies- the mathematics in defining the objective func-

tion. It should be noted, however, that if an LRU is ship-

ped to the depot, it may (and probably does) have multiple

SRUs that need repair. Usually, when there is a shortage on

spare levels, maintenance personnel stick all bad SRUs in a

faulty LRU before it is shipped to the depot for repair.

Model Objective. Recall that in METRIC, the objective

is to minimize expected base backorders for all items

subject to an investment constraint; the MOD-METRIC ob-

jective is to minimize the expected base backorders for the

end item subject to an investment constraint on the total

dollars allocated to the end item and its components.

MOD-METRIC only considers one LRU and its SRUs.
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Problem Solution. MOD-METRIC has been implemented by AFLC

(2) and it has presented some computational difficulties for

problems with many SRUs and/or bases.

First, it is noted that the problem of minimizing

expected LRU base backorders summed over all bases subject

to a budget constraint is not separable. The approach

taken, however, is to partition the problem into two sub-

problems: an LRU subproblem and a SRU subproblem. Each

subproblem is then solved for several different trial

budgets: C(LRU) and C(SRU), where C(LRU) + C(SRU) - C and C

is the total budget constraint. It is clear that the SRU

subproblem must be optimized first so that the resulting SRU

delay information can be incorporated into the LRU subpro-

blem solution. After a range of trial budgets have been

examined the budget division which yields the minimum objec-

tive function (in the LRU subproblem) is chosen as the

optimal solution. Stock levels are found in the solution to

the two subproblems for that optimal budget division.

AAM: The Aircraft Availability Model

System Environment. In almost everything the Aircraft

Availability model is identical to the MOD-METRIC model.

While this model models one LRU and its SRUs, AAM extends

the problem to more than one LRU.

AAM considers a much more complex environment than the
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other models do. It models a number of aircraft stationed

at several geographically distributed operational bases.

Aircrafts are divided in different aircraft types, such as

the F-4, B-52, or F-14. These types can be further

classified into subtypes, such as F-4G, B-52H, or F-14A.

These aircraft are supported by an inventory of

recoverable components stocked at each of the bases, as well

as at a higher echelon of supply, or depot. The bases have

a limited repair capability, while the depots have an

extensive repair and overhaul capability.

The hierarchical structure of the components in the

MOD-METRIC model considers two levels of indenture: LRUs and

SRUs. In the AAM model this hierarchical structure conti-

nues through many levels of indenture, but the anaLogy

with the first two levels holds. Lower indenture level

backorders will be generated by demands during the repair of

the component's next higher assembly (NRA) and will serve

only to delay the repair of that NHA.

In practice, of course, the situation is not so simple

as depicted. Sometimes a subassembly of an LRU can be

removed directly from an aircraft without intervening

removal of the higher assembly. Sometimes more than one

SRU must be removed from an LRU during maintenance. The

description presented is a simplification of actual opera-

tions but contains enough aspects of the true situation to

yield an acceptable degree of accuracy, while not making
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the mathematical treatment intractable or the data require-

ments excessive.

Data Requirements. The data used by the AAH includes

the standard supply data for each recoverable component,

such as:

- Total daily demand rate;
- Number of using locations (number of bases

to which the aircraft type using the compo-
nent is deployed)

- Percentage of demands which are not repair-
ed at base level;

- Average base repair time;
- Average depot repair time (includes retro-

grade time, the time to ship a failed com-
ponent from base to depot); and

- Average order and ship time (from depot to
base).

In addition, since an aircraft type can be composed of

several subtypes the AAM requires configuration data for

each aircraft type, such as:

- Quantity per application (QPA);
- Application percentage;
- Total number of aircraft; and

- Flying hour program.

Assumptions. As in the previous models, component

demands are assumed to be generated by a Poisson process.

The model is built around a theorem of Palm (12) which

states that, for a Poisson demand process coupled with a

resupply process (such as base repair), if the resupply

time is independent of demand then the distribution of the

number of items in resupply will be Poisson, depending
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only on the average resupply time and not the distribu-

tion of the resupply time. The expected backorder (EBO)

model invokes Palm's Theorem in every resupply situation

including depot resupply to a base.

Also, it is assumed that the system is in steady state,

i.e., the demand process is stationary.

Model, Obiective. As in MOD-METRIC, the minimization of

worldwide expected base backorders subject to a budget con-

straint is the objective of this model. At the same time we

wish to maximize aircraft availability. This model provides

a more general case because it can handle multiple LRUs and

SRUs. It also models common components and includes a

repair option. With its multi-indenture feature it can

model up to five levels of indenture.

Problem Solution. The AAM method for calculating avail-

ability makes use of the measure of expected backorders.

For this model, availability rate is the percentage of

aircraft with a complete set of reparable parts. The defi-

nition of availability, as given before, does not consider

on-aircraft maintenance* scheduled or unscheduled, and

shortages of consumables. For the purpose of the model, an

available aircraft is one with no LRU backorders

outstanding.

The AAM computes the availability rate resulting from a

given inventory of spares in a two-step process. First, it
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computes the expected backorders for each component on the

aircraft. Second, it computes the probability of one or

more of those expected backorders occurring on an aircraft.

An ordered list of components is produced by the compu-

tation procedure of the model. Buying from this list, in

the order indicated, will yield the desired availability

rate for the aircraft type at minimum cost.

A marginal analysis technique is the optimization pro-

cedure used by the model. Candidate units for procurement

are ranked in terms of decreasing benefit per unit cost,

where the benefit is defined in terms of the increase in

availability rate vhich would occur if that spare unit were

added to. the inventory.

Proper consideration of commonality is crucial if re-

sults are to be meaningful, simply because there is so much

of it, and the AAM model is accounting for it. The con-

struction of the availability curves proceeds as before,

with one important difference: the curves are no longer

independent. The contribution from a spare unit of a common

component appears in several curves, reflecting the availa-

bility improvement that the unit's procurement would bring

to several aircraft types.

The AAI( may be run with a repair option, which gives it

the capability to trade off depot repair with procurement of

reparable items.

Components are classified by level of indenture. Not
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all them are on the first level of indenture, i.e., that

they are applied directly to the aircraft. All components

on the lowest level of indenture are processed first. The

next higher level of indenture is then processed, consider-

ing the effect of the lower indenture level. In effect,

each component on the higher level has a curve of cost

versus lover level support, where the lower support is

measured in terms of the number of higher level components

awaiting lover level subassemblies. Investment in spare

units of the higher level component is traded off against an

equal investment in its subassemblies to minimize expected

backorders of the higher level component. The process is

then repeated at the next higher indenture level, and so on.

Assumptions

The overview of the METRIC, MOD-METRIC, and AAM models

gives the frame work required to state our assumptions for

the inventory model to be proposed for the Portuguese Air

Force.

Two major groups of assumptions are considered. One

concerning the demand and resupply process. Another group-

ing together the assumptions for the repair process.

The total spares inventory needed to support a flying

hour program varies linearly with the program; that is, item

failures are linearly related vith flying hours.

The demand for recoverable items observed at air bases
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has high variability and usually produces variances that

exceed the means. Furthermore maintenance personnel some-

times order several units at once, i.e., they do batching

orders. Thus, it seems appropriate to assume that demand is

well described by a compound Poisson process.

For computational advantages we follow Sherbrooke (21),

that assumes demand at each base has the same variance to

mean ratio, though different means. By assuming this we

obtain a compound logarithmic Poisson process at depot with

that variance to mean ratio.

Resupply time is assumed to be independent of demand.

Demand is considered to be stationary; that is, arrival

rates and variance to mean ratio are assumed to be constant

over a long period of time.

Concluding the set of assumptions for the demand and

resupply processes we consider that no lateral resupply is

available. Base orders only can be filled by an item sup-

plied by the depot.

Regarding the assumptions for the repair process, we

have that component failures are independent of each other.

The repair process is independent of maintenance workload.

By stating this we assume that all support equipment and

maintenance manpower needed to repair the failed components

will be available. If workload increases, more manpower and

equipment is added to the repair process. Repair times are

statistically independent. One component repair time does
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not depends on another component repair time. And lastly ye

assume that no batching occurs in the repair process.

Description of the context in which the model wili be used.

The aircraft inventory of the Portuguese Air Force is

spread into a relatively large number of aircraft types

which have a small number of aircraft in each type. Air-

craft subtypes are not significant. As a result of this

situation, in some cases all aircraft from one type are

deployed to only one air base. Thus, only one aircraft type

operating at one base will be modeled. Peacetime operation-

al activity is considered for this aircraft type. This

implies that flying activity is steady over a long period of

time. No commonality of components exists with other air-

craft types. This means that lateral resupply is ignored in

the model.

The Portuguese Air Force supply system has one central

depot, one industrial repair facility with repair capacity

for almost all aircraft recoverables, and several operation-

al bases geographically located not far from the depot.

Spare parts carried in the inventory are classified as

consumables or recoverables. For each item in stock a

decision is made in what concerns the supply stock level of

the item at each base. In general, when an item has high

demand, managers assign to it a requisitioning objective

level. Items with a level assigned are controlled under the
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(s,S) inventory policy. Almost all consumables fall into

this category. When an item has a level established, any

time that the quantity on hand plus on order minus backor-

ders is less than or equal to the reorder point, a order is

placed to bring the stock to the requisitioning objective

level. For all other spare parts each time that the stock

is decreased by one a order is placed to replenish the stock

level. This management technique is the well known (a-1,s)

inventory policy.

The repair cycle is based on a two echelon system. Air

bases have limited repair capability. Usually this repair

capability is limited to replacement of LRUs and repair of a

few SRUs. When an item fails and it is declared NRTS, the

item is sent to the depot for repair and an order is placed

for a replacement. When the item is recesived by the depot

it is sent either to the repair facility, if it has the

required repair capability, or to one of the contractors.

As the repair finishes it is returned to the depot.

The management of the supply system is the responsibi-

lity of the Supply Directorate under the Logistics Command

of the Air Force. The budget assigned to spare parts is

divided by several departments and each one manages one

class of components for all aircraft types. Mechanical

components, electronic components and aircraft armament and

weapons have independent budget categories.

The hierarchical relationship between spare parts car-
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ried in the inventory is defined by two levels of indenture.

The first level includes all components that are directly

applied to the aircraft; that is, all LRUs. The second

level includes all other components. SRUs and their subcom-

ponents are included in this level. In general, no commona-

lity of recoverables exists among different aircraft types.

This means that lateral resupply can not be incorporated in

the model.

Economic restrictions and political difficulties have

had serious implications on the approval of the budget for

the public services and defense. For the last several years

important cuts had been inflicted on the proposed budget.

Besides these cuts, the budget has been approved late in the

year. While the new budget awaits approval, expenses can

only be incurred up to the amount that corresponds to a

month in the previous budget. As a result of this situa-

tion, managers can not process all required spare parts

acquisitions to replenish stocks. They hold more money for

priority acquisitions that can arise in the meanwhile. In

the short run, no big changes are detected in the support of

the operational activities because of the slow reaction of

the supply system. The reaction shows up in the long run

when stocks start to be short. In this nondition consuma-

bles tend to be managed as (s-1,s) components. Managers

Just buy the quantities required to satisfy orders placed by

maintenance.
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Summary

In summary we can say that the analysis of the METRIC,

MOD-METRIC, and AAM models gave the necessary background to

formulate the assumptions for the model to be suggested for

the Portuguese Air Force. Together with the scenario des-

cribed we can state that the proposed model is a two-

echelon, two-indenture model with multiple items and subject

to a budget constraint. The next chapter is devoted to the

development of this model.
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III. Methodology

Until this point all the research effort was directed

to the collection and review of major theories and models

that are used in inventory systems and, in one way or

another, related with spare parts calculation and aircraft

availability, In this chapter the two-echelon, two-

indenture model for one aircraft type, proposed for the

Portuguese Air Force, will be developed. Collection of new

data, run procedures for the model and other requirements

will be discussed in the implementation section. This

chapter is concluded with the analysis of the proposed

research objectives and reviewing how the model answers to

the research questions.

Model Development

As a result of the discussion of the METRIC, MOD-METRIC

and AAM models, it is evident that availability rates and

backorders per aircraft are closely related. Methods of

computing expected backorders (EBOs) for a component in a

multi-echelon, multi-indenture system, as used by METRIC and

MOD-METRIC, are well known. This technique will be used once

again. However, to ensure adequate support of end items, it

is necessary to go beyond consideration of component

oriented measures and to calculate the probable effect of

these component shortages upon aircraft. The AAM accounts
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for this and its orientation wiii be followed. "The

conceptual framework and mathematics" discussed by O'Malley

(11) will be the guidelines on the development of the model.

Thus, the availability rate resulting from a given inventory

of spares is computed in a two-step process. First, expect-

ed backorders for each component on the aircraft wili be

computed. Second, the probability of one or more of those

expected backorders occurring on an aircraft will be

evaluated. The next step in the development of the model is

to address the optimization question: given a budget

constraint, what spares should be procured to attain the

best possible availability rate? The marginal analysis

technique is the optimization procedure used and it will be

discussed. The last step and the ultimate goal for the

model is the discussion of the algorithm used to generate

the aircraft availability curve and the shop lists.

Expected backorder. The f irst step is to compute the

number of expected backorders for each component and for the

projected level of spares for the component if no further

procurements are made. The computation of component

expected backorders (EBOs) is derived from Sherbrooke's

METRIC: Multi-Echelon Technique for Recoverable Item

Control (20).

The model computes, one at a time, component EBOs using the

following input (for each component):
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- The expected number of units in base repair
(the base repair pipeline)

- The expected number of units in depot repair
(the depot repair pipeline)

- The expected number of units in transit from
the depot to a base (the order and ship
pipeline)

- The number of bases at which demands for the
component occur (number of users).

The model produces an array of the component EBOs as a

function of the spares level.

The pipeline used in the EBO model is computed by

multiplying the appropriate demand rate by the corresponding

resupply time. For example, the base repair pipeline equals

the base repair delay demand rate (DDR) times the base

repair time in days ( base repair pipeline - Base DDR *

BRT). The Base DDR equals the total DDR times (I - NRTS)

(i.e., the percentage of repairs which are beyond the

capability of the base repair shop). Similarly, the

depot repair pipeline - Total DDR * NRTS * DRT, and the

order and ship pipeline - total DDR * NRTS * OST, where

DRT is the depot repair time and OST is the order and ship

time. Palm's Theorem then implies that the distribution

of the number of units in resupply in any particular

resupply segment is then given by a Poisson distribution

whose mean is the corresponding pipeline.

The EBO model can allow for uncertainty in the mean

demand rate when the demand process is Poisson but the mean

demand rate is not exactly known. This is appropriate for
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the model since component demand rates can change over time.

The EBO model uses a Gamma distribution to describe the

probability distribution of the mean of the demand rate.

Combining this with Palm's Theorem gives a negative binomial

distribution for the number in any particular resupply

pipeline. With complete certainty of demand rate, the

Gamma reduces to a point distribution, and the negative

binomial reduces to the Poisson (11). The formula for

expected backorders for a particular component at a parti-

cular site is:

EBO (x-s)p(x) (1)
1>8

vhere,

s is stock level

x is the number of units in resupply f or that site
(including in repair at the site, on order from
another site, and all other forms of due in to
that site)

p(x) is the probability of having x units in resupply
(a Poisson or negative binomial probability
distribution).

The component EBO produced by the model is the total

of component's EBOs at all bases. The depot EBO is coupl.ad

to this total by its impact on the number in resupply

at the bases.

For a given component, the model computes the total

EBO for many different total asset levels. For each asset

level, the model considers every possible vay to distribute
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those assets between base and depot and selects the

distribution with the lowest total EBO. The computation

solution consists of five stages:

1. Compute for each base the average order and
ship time.

2. For each level of depot stock and each base,
compute the EBO reduction as function of base
stock.

3. For each level of depot stock determine the
optimal allocation of the first, second, ...
unit of stock to the several bases so as to
minimize the sum of EBO at all bases. This
is accomplished by marginal allocation.

4. EBO and total stock s is collapsed into one
dimension. Select minimum EBO for system.

5. Using marginal analysis the next investment
is allocated to the item which produces the
maximum decrease in EBO divided by unit cost.

The model first computes the EBO for each spares level

at the depot using Eq (1). The distribution used is a

negative binomial whose mean is the depot repair pipeline.

The computation of EBOs at a base is similar to the

computation of depot EBOs, and depends on the calculated

depot EBO. From a base's perspective, the depot EBO is a

resupply pipeline. The model views a backorder at the depot

as a unit in resupply to a base in the "depot delay

pipeline." The total base resupply pipeline equals the base

repair pipeline plus the order and ship pipeline plus the

depot delay pipeline (Total base resupply pipeline - base

repair pipeline + order and ship pipeline + depot EBO). The
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mean of the distribution of the number in resupply at a

particular base equals the total base resupply pipeline

divided by the number of bases. The EBO model makes an

important simplifying assumption here: all bases have equal

average demand rates. The model then need only consider

allocations of assets where each base gets the same number

of spares (i.e., if there are three bases, the total number

of spares allocated to the bases can only be 0,3,6,9....

As each of the first 3 spares gives the same EBO reduction

as it is placed at each base, the EBO for 1 or 2 spares at

the bases can be obtained by a linear interpolation between

the EBO total for 0 spares at base level and the EBO total

for 3 spares at base level). The total EBO equals the EBO at

one base, as computed by Eq (1), times the number of bases.

Thus, a given spares level at the depot determines the

base resupply pipeline and the resulting total EBO for all

spares levels at the bases. The optimum distribution of

spares between bases and depot is determined by comparison.

As the resulting EBO for a given distribution of spares

is calculated, it is compared with other EBOs for the same

total (base and depot) spares level. The optimum distribu-

tion is that which yields the least EBO for the given level.

Notation. The following notation will be used in this

chapter:

A - Total aircraft availability.

AC - Total number of aircraft.
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C(M) - Procurement cost of component i.

I(i,s) - Improvement factor of component i at
spares level a.

N - Number of different components installed
on the aircraft type.

n(i) - Spares level for component i; or
a - n(i).

QPA(i) - Quantity per application of component i on
the aircraft type.

q(i,s) - availability contribution of component i,
at spares level s.

S(i,s) - Sort value of component i at spares
level s.

T(i) - Total number of components i installed on
the aircraft type.

Availability rate. Consider N as the total number of

different components installed on one aircraft type, and

T(i) as the total number of units of component i installed

on the aircraft type, or the total number of "slots" on the

aircraft type which should contain a functioning unit of the

component. A backorder for the component i results in an

empty slot, a "hole" on the aircraft. With a given spares

level n for each component i, s-n(i), the probability that

any slot is backordered is EBO(i,s)/T(i), assuming that

backorders are uniformly distributed among slots. The

probability that a slot is not waiting for a spare is I-

EBO(i,s)/T(i), and, for an aircraft with a quantity per

application (QPA) equal to a, the probability that the
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aircraft is not waiting for spare i is

a

q(i,s) - (I - EBO(i,s)/T(i))

This probability is called the component aircraft availabi-

lity.

Assuming independence of baL rders between components,

the probability that a random aircraft is not missing any of

its components is the product of all the individual com-

ponent probabilities

N
A - 7T q(i,s) (2)

i-i

Since an available aircraft is defined to be one which

is not missing any component, A is also the probability that

the aircraft is available, the availability rate for the

aircraft type. Since the definition of aircraft availabili-

ty involves expected backorders, it is not surprising that

there is a fairly simple relationship between projected

availability, A, and expected backorders per aircraft

(EBO/AC). In fact, for each aircraft type, it is approxi-

mately true that EBO/AC - in A where EBO is the sum of all

LRU expected backorders for the aircraft type. Note that

the relationship does not depend on fleet size or aircraft

complexity.

The mathematical justification for this relationship is
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given by O'Nalley (11). Let EBO(i,s) be the number of

expected backorders for component i at spares level s, let

QPA(i) be its quantity per application on the aircraft type,

and let AC be the number of aircraft. Thus, the availabili-

ty rate is given by

QPA(i)

A -m (EOis
i-i K AC * QPA(i)

where the product is taken over all first indenture level

items (LRUs) on the aircraft.

The power series for exp(-EBO(i,s)/(AC*QPA(i))) is

2 3

EBOUi,s) 1 EBO(i,s) )2 1. EBO(i,s)

AC*QPA(i) 21 C*QPA(i 3 AC*QPA(i)

Since

EBO(i's)

-AC*QPA(i)

is typically small, we may ignore the higher order term and

write

EBO(i,s)
exp(-EBO(i,s)/(AC*QPA(i))) - 1 - ---------

AC*QPA(i)

Then

QPA(i)

N ( EBO(i's) QAi

A m7r 1-----------
i- \ AC*QPA(i
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N QPA(i)
- ' [exp(-EBO(i,s)/(AC*QPA(i)))]

i-I

N
7 'T" exp(-EBO(i,s)/AC)
i-i

N
- exp ( -EBO(i,s)/AC)

- exp(-EBO/AC)

So we have A - exp(-EBO/AC) or, equivalently, EBO/AC - -in

A.

The Optimization Procedure. Marginal analysis tech-

nique is the optimization procedure used in the model.

Candidate units for procurement are ranked in terms of

decreasing benefit per unit cost, where the benefit is

defined in terms of the increase in availability rate which

would occur if that spare unit were added to the inventory.

Starting at the level of spares a, the procurement of

an additional spare unit reduces the expected backorders

from EBO(i,s) to EBO(i,s+1). It increases the probability

that an aircraft is not missing a unit of this component

from q(i,s) to q(i,s+1).

The availability rate of the aircraft type, before

procurement of the first additional unit, is

NA 7t q(i,s)

i-i
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N

- [ W q(i,s)] * q(j,s), for ilJ
i-I

The availability rate after the first additional unit

of component J (spare unit s+1) is procured is

N
A' - [ I q(i,s)] * q(js+l), for i j

i-i

Thus, the ratio of the new to the old availability rates,

A'/A - q(j,s+l)/q(j,s)

depends only on the spares level of component z.

We call this ratio I(J,s+l), the improvement factor due

to unit s+1 of component J. In general,

I(i,s) - q(i~s)/q(i,s-1)

If C(i) is the procurement cost of component i, define

the sort value of the nth unit of component i, S(i,s), to be

S~i's) = lU(I~i,8))/C~i)

- n (q (i,s)/q (i,s-l))/C (i)

As might be expected from the nomenclature, the sort

value is the measure of benefit per cost that is used to

sort the candidate units for procurement.. For the marginal

analysis a ordered list of sort values in descending order

must be generated. This'list is formed based on the dimini-

shing differences in the component improvement availability.
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Thus, we convert the problem to the maximization of the sum

by taking the natural logarithms of the product form of the

availability, as expressed in product formula Eq (2), and

maximizing

N
ln q(i,s)

for the cost C(i).

Calculations to this point comprise an array for each

component i and for all spares levels s, summarized in Table

I.

Component
Number Expected Aircraft Improvement Sort
Spares Backorders Availability Factor Value

s EBO(i,s) q(i,s)
s+1 EBO(i,s+I) q(i,s+l) I(i,s+l) S(i,s+1)
s+2 EBO(i,s+2) q(i,s+2) I(i,s+2) S(i,s+2)

TABLE I. Component Information

The "starting availability rate," As, for the aircraft

type is calculated by Eq (2). Thus

N
As 7 r q(is)

i-l

where the index i includes all N different components

applied to the aircraft type where s is the projected spares

level for component i if no further procurement are made.
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The first unit on the shopping list will be that with the

highest sort value, say unit 8+1 of component J. Since

S(J,s+1) - ln(q(j,s+l)/q(J,s))/C(J), the availability rate

after this unit is procured is given by

A - As * exp(C(J)*S(J,s+l))

N
- [ 7q(i,s)] * exp(ln(q(j,s+l)/q(j,s)))

i-1

N
- [7~q(i,s)] * (q(J,s+L)/q(j,s))

i-l

N
S[ (7q(i,s)] * q(j,s) * (q(J,s+l)/q(j,s)), for ij

i-1

N
- ([7q(i,s)] * q(J,s41), for i#J

i-1

This is the product of the item availability reflecting

the new spares levels. We now add the next item, the one

with the second highest sort value to the shopping list.

The general form of the above relation is then used to

calculate the availability rate after this unit and each

subsequent unit are added to the list.

Anew - Aold * exp(S(J,s)*C(J)) (3)

when the nth unit of item J is added to the list. Continuing

in this way, we obtain a shopping list of which Table II is

a hypothetical example.
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STARTING POSITION: .6666 AVAILABILITY
5 UNITS OF A AND I OF C ON HAND

----------------------------------------------------
No. of Units Unit Cumulative Availability

Component Cost Cost Rate

6 th A $1,598 $1,598 .6667
1 at B 2,300 3,898 .6669
2 nd C 10,400 14,298 .6674
2 nd B 2,300 16,598 .6676
1 st D 13,800 30,398 .6678
7 th A 1,598 31,996 .6679

TABLE II. Shopping List

An availability rate of 66.78 percent can be attained by

buying the first five entries in Table II (1 unit each of

components A, C, and D, and 2 units of component B). This

availability rate is attained at a cost of $30,398.

Shoppina List and Cost Versus Availability Curves - The

Algorithm. In the first section we examined the theory

behind the development of aircraft availability curves and

the shopping list. Then we discussed the usefulness of the

aircraft availability curve. Now, we will discuss the

mechanics of constructing an aircraft availability curve and

a shopping list.

The first point on the aircraft availability curve is

determined by buying enough spare units to fill the pipeline

or a specified percentage of the pipeline or buying additive

quantities before beginning marginal analysis. Sometimes,
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projected asset levels are negative, due to condemnations.

In such cases, enough spares must be procured to reach a

zero level. These procurements are made automatically and

the cost accumulated into a "sunk" cost.

The contribution of each component to the aircraft

availability, q(i,s), is computed for each spares level s,

as is the sort value, S(i,s), for the nth spare unit. The

starting component availability, q(i,s) contributes to a

computation of the starting availability rate for the air-

craft type. When processing for each component is complete,

component summary data are written into a file and saved for

later processing. These data contain a header identifying

the component, its sunk cost, starting EBO and availability,

unit cost, and records for each additional spare consisting

of sort value S(i,s) and cost C(i). For each additional

spare unit of the component, a record identifying the compo-

nent, its cost, and the sort value of that spare unit is

written into a sort value file and saved.

When processing for all components is complete, the

sort value file is then sorted. After sorting, all records

fall in order of descending sort value.

The (sorted) sort value file is now processed to

construct the availability curves. The suak cost and start-

ing availability form the first point on the curve. As each

record is read from the sort value file, the cost is accumu-

lated, and the availability resulting from that procurement
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is calculated according to Eq (3).

To obtain the shopping list corresponding to a point on

the curve, the data in the component summary data file is

used. Given a cost or availability rate to identify a point

on the curve, the curve file contains a sort value, S,

associated with that point. Every spare unit which had a

sort value greater than S must be procured to attain that

availability rate. These can be determined from the data on

the component summary data file. Adding the number of units

of the component bought as part of the sunk cost yields the

total buy quantity for the component.

Since the model considers only two levels of hierarchi-

cal relationship, all components are classified as LRUs or

SRUs. The computation of the aircraft availability and the

shopping list procedures are repeated for each level. SRUs

are processed first. LRUs are then processed, considering

the effect of the SRUs.

As a result of this computation, an expected backorder

array is obtained for each LRU. This array is similar to

that in table I with one difference -- some entries of the

array correspond, not to buying an additional spare unit of

the LRU, but to investing an amount of money equal to the

cost of the LRU into the SRUs. The curve of cost versus

availability rate is constructed as for LRUs. q(i,n) is

defined as before, n is now the number of equivalent SRUs

(buying from SRU shopping list until the cumulative cost
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equals n times the LRU unit cost) of componeat i, the

component itself or its SRUs. The product formula for

aircraft availability is as before, Eq (2), except that only

the terms for LRUs are used. The effect of the SRUs is

already included in the expected backorder total for the

LRUs and their corresponding LRUs contribution to

availability rate.

Finally, the two shopping lists are merged and split by

budget code. There are a total of ten different budget

codes. Cumulative quantities for total asset position,

total number of components bought by the model, and total

expenditures are identified per budget code. For each air-

craft type, procuring the total number of spare parts listed

across all budget codes, the Portuguese Air Force will

achieve its availability goals at minimum cost.

Structure of the model. Two batch files, AAM and SHOP,

are the backbone of this model. These files are executed in

sequence. The run flow of the model, in what concerns the

main programs executed, is depicted in Figure 3, for the

AAM file, and Figure 4, for the SHOP file. The first file,

appendix A, starts with the run of the program that sets the

initial conditions for the variables. Following the set up

of the values, the main program for subassemblies performs

the analysis of the SRU components. In the next step, the

SRU summary data file is sorted. The sorted file is used as
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input for the following run of the main program. At this

time, all LRUs are subjected to the analysis of the main

program. For this analysis the contribution of the SRUs is

considered. Once again, the sort program is run for the LRU

summary data file. This batch file terminates its execution

with the run of the program that generates availability

curves.

Initialization of run variables (HIGHSET)

I.

Analysis of Level 2 Components (SAM)

I Sort Results of Level 1 (SPLITSRT)

I
Sort Results of Level 2 (SPLITSRT)

I Generate Availability Curve (CURVE) I

Figure 3. Main Batch File (AAM)

The second batch file, appendix B, runs the shopping

list programs, one for each level of indenture. When these

lists are complete the last program is executed and the

shopping lists by budget code are produced.
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Shoplist for Level 1 Components (SHOPL) I

I

I Shoplist for Level 2 Components (SHOP2)

I Shoplist by Budget Code (SHOPB) I

Figure 4. Batch file for Shoplists (SHOP)

Implementation of the Model

This model requires several data inputs. Two types of

inputs are considered. In the first, the model interacts

with the user in a system characteristics question/answer

sequence. The required inputs are:

- The Budget Year. This must match the year of the

component data bases. May be any number from 80 to

99.

- The Variance-to-Mean Ratio. The component demand

process may be modeled as Poisson or negative

binomial. A variance-to-mean ratio of 1.0 denotes a

Poisson demand process. A higher ratio denotes a

negative binomial with that variance-to-mean ratio.

- The Pipeline Buy Percentage. The model allows for

different alternatives in filling the pipeline.

- The System Name. This is the name for the aircraft

type under analysis.
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-The Flying Hour Program. The annual flying hour

goal established for the aircraft type must be

entered at this time.

- The Number of Aircraft Deployed. This is the total

number of aircraft that the model is to compute

logistics support for.

- The Number of Bases. The supply system consists of

one central repair and resupply depot and a number

of retail repair and resupply sites, called Bases or

Intermediate Maintenance Activities.

In the second set all component characteristics are

inputed using data files. The component data should be

stored in two files. One file for each level of indenture.

The files contain one record for each component. The fields

in each record are:

- The Component Name. Usually, the National Stock

Number (NSN) is used.

- The Component Cost. The unit procurement cost.

- The Base Repair Pipeline. The total expected number

of units in repair at all bases. This may be com-

puted by multiplying the average number of units

inducted into repair in all bases per day by the

average repair time in days.

- The Order and Ship Pipeline. The expected number of

unite in transit from the depot to the bases. This
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may be computed by multiplying the average number of

units ordered from the depot by the bases per day

times the average order and ship time in days.

-The Depot Repair Pipeline (including the Retrograde

Ship Pipeline). The expected number of units in

depot repair (or sent to a contractor) or in transit

from bases to the depot. This may be computed by

multiplying the average number of units sent to the

depot for repair per day by the sum of the depot

repair cycle time in days, including the retrograde

ship time.

-The Condemnation Replacement Pipeline. The expected

number of units on order from the manufacturer.

This pipeline may be computed by multiplying the

average number of orders per month by the procure-

ment leadtime (including administrative leadtime) in

months.

- The Total Asset Position. This is defined as the

number on hand plus the number due in (on order),

sinus the number due out (backorders).

- The Name of the Next Higher Assembly. For level 1

components, this should be the aircraft type name.

For a level 2 component, this should be the name of

the level I component it is installed on.

- The Fixed Level. If the asset position is to be

raised to a specific level as a sacrosanct policy
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decision specific to this component, this level may

be input here. The model will buy up to this level

and record the cost accordingly before beginning the

optimization algorithm. The algorithm cannot reduce

the level below this point.

-Budget Code. Though the model optimizes total bud-

get, it produces budget subtotals by code. This

allows management to be done by department while a

system management concept is followed.

One more input data file is required by this model.

The average flying hours flown by year, which is the

baseline for the computation of the components pipelines, is

the value to be stored in this file. An example of these

files is presented in appendix C.

While part of these component data exists in the

actual data bases of the Portuguese Air Force, several

changes are needed in order to implement this model.

Meetijna the Research ObleciveA.

With the development of this easy-to-use computer

model, which runs quickly and requires a minimum amount of

input data, the research objectives were met. The relation-

ship between aircraft availability and the optimal level of

spare parts to carry on stock for this aircraft type, was

found. With this model as a tool, managers can determine

the effect of proposed changes in the spare parts budget on
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aircraft availability. Also, they can submit a budget pro-

posal based on the flying hour program defined for each

aircraft type.

Summary

This chapter was concerned with the development of the

model and its implementation as well as how the model meets

the research objectives. It is the intent of the following

chapter to do the analysis of the results of the model and

to perform the model verification and validation.
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IV MODEL AND RESULTS

In Chapter III the model was described in a general

overview. This chapter presents more detail in order to

understand how to use the model and begins with a narrative

description of the model. Following this description a

discussion on verification and validation of the model will

be presented. A baseline scenario is defined and the model

tested against the historic data given by the Directorate of

Supply of the Portuguese Air Force. This chapter concludes

with discussion of results and analysis of sensitivity of

the model to different levels of the flying hour program,

number of aircraft and availability.

Narrative Des cription

The model consists of two main parts, the AAM batch

file, appendix A, which generates the component summary data

files and availability versus cost curve, and the SHOP

batch, appendix B, file that does the shopping list as

described in Chapter III. The AAM file runs four programs.

All of the programs are coded in Fortran. They are pres-

ented in appendix D. HIGUSET is the first one. This pro-

gram does the inputs for the run. Parameters for the run

and weapon system characteristics are the inputs required at

this step. The directory where the data files exists, the
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budget year, the variance-to-mean ratio, the sacrosanct

pipeline buy percentage, the weapon system name, the flying

hour program, the number of aircraft deployed and the number

of bases are such inputs. Calling UPDATA, this program

adjusts the pipelines according to the flying hour program

input. After gathering these inputs, the model processes

the level 2 components. SAM, the main program for subassem-

blies, does all of the computations:

- pipelines are filled, it buys the starting asset
position after sacrosanct buys.(main program)

- EBO computations (subroutine LUMPCMP)
- Marginal analysis (subroutine MARG)
- Computes SV-(EBO(.)-EBO(.+1))/cost, the sort

value for all components.

Next, SPLITSRT takes the execution. It sorts all compo-

nent sort values. The first record in the file will be that

with the highest sort value, the second item is the one with

the second highest sort value and so on.

After level 2 components are processed, the execution

returns to SAM for processing of level 1 components. Next,

the results are sorted by SPLITSRT and the cycle for the

analysis of components is finished.

Before AAM, the first batch file, is terminated,

CURVES, the next program in the sequence, generates a table

of availability/cost values which constitute a curve of

availability versus cost. The user may then choose an

availability/cost point from anywhere on that curve -- not

Just from the points printed -- for which the cost subtotals
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by budget code will be printed and for which a shopping list

may be run. If an availability point is selected, the model

gives the cost associated with this decision. If the level

of investment is the goal to be achieved, the program gives

the projected availability for the selected option. This

curve may be saved for later analysis. When AAM terminates

its execution the user may then generate the shopping list

corresponding to the decision by running SHOPLIST which

initiates the second batch file, or may rerun the CURVES

program by typing "curves". CURVES can be rerun as many

times as the user wants until the final decision is

accepted.

When the first program finishes execution, if the user

types SHOPLIST, the second batch file is initiated. The

shopping lists are generated by analyzing level 1 components

followed by the analysis of level 2 components. The shop-

ping list program for level 1 components, SHOPI, generates

the level I shopping list from analysis of the component

summary data file (called RESULTS which is generated by

SAM). When finished, SHOP2, a shopping list program

identical to SHOP1, generates the level 2 component data

file. The model finishes its execution with SHOPB, a

program which generates the output data files using shopping

lists from both level 1 and level 2 components.

The user may generate a number of different shopping

lists, each corresponding to a different decision, by rerun-
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ning CURVES and SHOPLIST as many times as desired. Each

time SHOPLIST is run, it generates the shopping list for the

most recent decision. However, each new shopping list

erases the previous one. So if the user wants to save

multiple shopping lists, they must be copied onto backup

files.

Verification and Validation of the Model

Verification is the process of determining the model

works as intended while validation is the process of deter-

mining the model accurately portrays the real system being

modeled (22:10). The purpose of model verification is to

assure that the conceptual model is reflected with accuracy

in the computer code.

Before the description of the procedures used in model

verification and validation, it is important to refer to the

results of tests conducted by Logistics Management Institute

and the Air Force Logistics Command (AFLC) in order to

validate the AAM model in use by AFLC. The model was tested

in 1977-1978. Several extensive and carefully monitored

tests of the AAM model were conducted, and they demonstrated

that the model does provide a valid way of relating an

inventory of spare parts to the availability rates of the

aircraft types which those spares support. Also, it could

accurately forecast aircraft availability rates.

The conclusion reached by AFLC was that "... the model
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is a valid means of computing the probability that an air-

craft will not be missing a recoverable part" and"... the

LMI model can be used to determine a reasonable indication

of actual aircraft availability "(18). The validity of the

AAM model is important . The importance of this conclusion

is given by the close relationship between this model and

our model. Recall that our model is a simplification of the

AAM model, which uses the techniques discussed for METRIC

and MOD-METRIC. As a verification procedure the code was

checked against the original model. The AAM model code as

well as its microcomputer version, were the support to the

development of the code for this model. The code was care-

fully checked and documented to insure against any mistake.

The model was checked to see if it executes as the modeler

intended by doing some manual checking calculations.

As a first step in running the model, sample data files

were created because no other input data was available at

that time. With this data, some sensitivity analysis was

performed to check the model. For example, increasing the

pipelines of the components while keeping the availability

rate at the same level, the shopping list is increased.

Several debugging statements were included in the code.

These statements were used to help in verification of the

model f low.

Validation of the model is a more difficult task.

Ideally, a model can be validated by using historic inputs
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and then comparing the model outputs to the hiLstoric out-

puts. For this purpose, historic data vas requested from

the Portuguese Air Force Logistics Command. The request for

this data caused several problems for the managers of the

aircraft type in the Directorate of Supply. The data re-

quested was not easily available. In spite of the initial

difficulties, two data files were received. They are the

component data files for the CHIPMUNK aircraft type. As a

starting point in the validation process, our efforts were

aimed at considering the reasonableness of the model outputs

for the given inputs. Initial runs were executed to test

for this reasonableness. The observed output values were

determined to be near the expected values for such measures

as total expenditures given a level of availability. In

addition, changes in the output values occurred in ways

expected as the inputs were varied. For example, for a

given level of availability, total costs increased when

pipelines are increased.

Selected aircraft tye Among the aircraft inventory in the

Portuguese Air Force the CHIPMUNK is the aircraft type

selected. A total of 36 aircraft are in the inventory. The

CHIPMUNK is a small trainer with a small number of compo-

nents, and its data files are easy to handle. Component

data are obtained from the Supply and Maintenance Integrated

Management System, such as name, unit cost, condemnation and

replacement pipeline, next higher assembly, and budget code.
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The base repair pipeline and depot repair pi~eline were

computed using the maintenance repair reports from base and

depot, respectively. For these computations an average base

repair time of 10 days and an average depot repair time of

120 days were considered for each reparable. Total assets

were calculated as the total on hand at base plus the total

on hand at depot, including all components under repair,

minus backorders.

Under the Directorate of Supply of the Portuguese Air

Force Logistics Command the management of the supply system

is organized by categories of classes of material such as

aircraft, electronics, armament and others. A budget code

is assigned to each of these working areas. Budget codes 1

to 4 were given to level 1 components managed by areas I to

4. For level 2 components budget codes 5 to 8 are related

with management areas 1 to 4, respectively. Budget codes 9

and 10 are not used. For this aircraft type budget codes

2,6 and 7 were not assigned.

Included in the package received from the Portuguese

Air Force there was information related with the availabi-

lity rates, number of aircraft and flying hour program for

the CHIPMUNK aircraft type. From the relevant information

concerned with the fiscal year 1986, the following data

elements were computed:

-30 aircraft deployed to one base. This is the
only base operating this aircraft type.
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- 2400 total flying hours were flown during this
period.

- average aircraft availability computed to 70%.

These values are defined as the baseline scenario for the

validation process of the model. Thus, 30 aircraft operated

by one base, with an average of 70% of availability for a

f lying activity of 2400 hours per year is the baseline

scenario.

The validation goal is to compare model results with the

level of budget assigned to this aircraft type. For the

fiscal year of 1986 a 20,000,000$00 (escudos, the Portuguese

currency) were spent in procurement of spares f or the

CHIPMUNK aircraft type. As assumed bef ore, this total ex-

penditures figure is the minimum investment required to

replenish stocks. During recent years, due to a strong

budget constraint, Phe investment in stocks has been

restrictive and no increase in stock levels has been accom-

plished. As a result, the f lying activity is kept at low

levels and was constant over these last years.

Analysis of the input data. Data was received on a f loppy

disk. All component data records are grouped in two files.

DATA.yyl is the file name for level 1 components for the yy

year. DATA.yy2 is the equivalent file for level 2 compo-

nents. With the data file. received by floppy disk it was

easy to load the contents on the computer system. The

folloving problems were found in the CHIPMUNK data files:
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- data on pipelines for level 2 components was missing.
No information was found in order to fill this field.

- some components had multientries for the same
application. As a result of this, the model only
boughts the first of these items on the list.

- components with application on itself. The model
does not model this situation. These records are
ignored.

Run for baseline scenario. The analysis of the data sugges-

ted some changes to the contents of the files. For example,

in the file for level 2 components the quantities on acqui-

sition for replacement, under the condemnation and replace-

ment pipeline, were summed with the total assets since this

total was not reflecting the spares on order. In the level

1 data file, total assets included the aircraft inventory.

36 additional units are in the inventory while they are

installed on the aircraft. They are not available as spares.

For this model, only spare parts are counted. Thus, this

field was adjusted. With these corrections to the data

files the model was run tor the baseline scenario of 2400

f lying hour program, 30 aircraft and 70% availability.

Figure 5 presents a plot of the availability versus total

expenditures curve generated by the model. An additional

expenditure of 11,041,551$00 is the recommendation of the

model. The results are presented in table III.
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BUDGET CODE EXPENDITURES

1 8 362 843$00

3 84 354500
4 682 222500
5 1 860 635500

8 51 496500

TOTAL 11 041 550500

TABLE IIl. Additional expenditures

for baseline scenario.

Analysis of the results. From table III ve can rerognize

the high recommendation for procurement of level 1 pimp')-

nents at budget code 1. A total of 8.362,843500 is thP

value recommended. Some explanations are found for this

high figure. Cannibalization when the aircraft Is under

maintenance can be one of the explanations for this additlo-

nal buy though all expenses where already incurred at this

time. Since only 30 aircraft are deployed to the base, the

other 6 aircraft can be used as spares to increase the

actual stocks. This situation suggests that the total

assets can be increased by 6 additional units.

The total expenditures with this aircraft type were

constant over the last years. Thus the model can be run

with this data, in order to predict the total expenditures

for fiscal year 1987, and compare the results vith the

actual expenses incurred in 1986. The results for this run

are presented in table IV. These results reflect the consi-

deration of 6 additional units in the total assets for each
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level I component. The total assets for level 2 component

does not reflect any buy since ye are interested in pre-

dicting the total buys for the fiscal year of 1987.

BUDGET CODE EXPENDITURES

1 332 429$00
4 61 998$00
5 21 469 196$00
a 729 691$00

TOTAL 22 593 314$00

TABLE IV. Total expenditures for fiscal year 1987
for the CHIPMUNK aircraft type

The expenditures recommended by the model for the year

of 1987 are equivalent to the total expenses incurred in the

replenishment of the stocks for the year of 1986. This can

be compared in order to verify the reasonableness of the

model.

For the fiscal year of 1986 the total expense. incurred

by management area I with this aircraft type was

20,000,000$00. Management area 4 spent an amount of money

close to 700.000$00. The total expenditures on budget code

Iland 5, codes for management area 1, is 21,801,625$00 and

for budget code 4 and 8, management area 2, the total is

791,689$00. The underestimate of the model can be explained

by lack of information on the components data file such as

the data for level 2 components on base repair pipeline,

order and ship pipeline and depot repair pipeline. Although

of the missing data, it must be noted that some of these
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components are not reparable. Anyway the results are close

enough to the actual expenses. This close relationship

between the model results and the real word situation is the

starting point of the acceptance of the model for real

applications.

Analysis of sensitivity of the model

Flying hour program and the number of aircraft deployed

are fixed independent variables under this model. Either

availability rate and total expenditures can be selected to

be the third independent variable. For this research avai-

lability rate is chosen as the third independent variable

and total expenditures selected as the dependent variable.

To study the contribution of each independent variable

to the change in total expenditures, two levels were defined

for each variable. The baseline scenario is one of them and

the other is defined as the values of the variables at

baseline scenario plus 10%. The selection of the percentage

change of variables normalizes the two levels of comparison.

In this way, the contribution of each variable can be com-

pared with the contribution of any other variable. Thus,

the three factors (flying hour program, number of units, and

availability), at two levels of each, gives a total of 8

treatment combinations. The 8 treatments are analyzed by

Just running a statistical package that is able to produce

an analysis of variance (ANOVA) table with type I sum of

squares (TYPE I SS) in order to verify the contribution of
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each source of variation. The SAS package suvported by

classroom support computers (CSC) of the Air Force Institute

of Technology is used for this analysis. A summary of the

ANOVA table is given in table V.

SOURCE TYPE I SS

HOURS 22323252.34720800
UNITS 304897.71961800
AVAIL 2189229.99776450

TABLE V. Source of variation and TYPE I SS
from ANOVA table

From the analysis of the ANOVA table we can conclude

that for the baseline scenario with 2400 flying hour

program, 30 aircraft and 70Z of availability, flying hour

program has the greatest contribution to the change of total

expenditures. Availability rate is the second variable in

contribution to the changes in the independent variable.

The number of units deployed has the least contribution to

total expenditures change.

Other analyses can be performed with this model. Some-

times the tradeoff between investment in maintenance repair

facilities or transportation and the acquisition of spare

parts for stocks cannot be easily determined. With this

model management can conduct analysis of total expenditure

response to the changes in pipelines. As an example, base

repair pipeline (BR), order and ship pipeline (OS) and depot

pipeline (DR) are analyzed at the baseline scenario at a
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level of 901 of actual pipelines. The affect of reducing

the pipeline@ by 90%, one at a time, is presented in table

VI for both level 1 components and all components.

TOTAL EXPENDITURES

(IN THOUSANDS OF ESCUDOS)

PIPELINE LEVEL 1 ALL COMPONENTS

BASELINE 9 129. 11 045.
90Z BR 8 896. (97.5Z) 10 797. (97.8Z)
90Z Os 8 694. (95.2Z) 10 594. (95.91)
901 DR 8 631. (94.51) 10 532. (95.41)

TABLE VI. Total expenditures for the CHIPMUNK
at 90% of the pipelines

From the results presented in table VI. ye can conclude

that the reduction to 90Z in the pipelines always has an

effect less then 101. The decision to invest in reducing

the pipelines must consider the total investment required

and its benefit in decreasing total expenditures.

Summary

As a conclusion of this chapter, we can state that this

model has validity in predicting total expenditures or pro-

jecting the availability rates for the CHIPMUNK aircraft

type. Flying hour program vas found as the independent

variable which contributes more to changes in total expendi-

tures, while the number of aircraft has the lowest contribu-

tion to these changes. The percentage effect on expendi-

tures of reducing the pipelines is smaller than the percen-

tage reduction in the pipelines. The tradeoff between in-
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vestment in maintenance facilities or in spare parts procu-

resent can be evaluated vith this model. Management can use

the model as a tool to decide betveen different investment

alternatives.
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V. Conclusions

Summary of the Research

The intent of this research was to develop a model for

the Portuguese Air Force which would relate aircraft availa-

bility with spare parts, a component of the relationship

between aircraft readiness and logistics resources. The

motivation for this research came from the increasing con-

cern in the top decision level of the Portuguese Air Force

with this subject, and the fact that no adequate tools

exist to measure or define this relationship. Since this

subject is not new for the USAF, an extensive literature

review was conducted in order to have the essential insight

required to accomplish this research.

The topic covers a very broad area and this imposed a

number of constraints on the research. Also the time frame

imposed made it necessary to narrow the scope of the

problem. Thus, the research was limited to only one

aircraft type deployed at one base. The research objec-

tives were to develop an easy-to-use computer model, which

runs quickly and requires a minimum amount of input data.

Spare parts was the component of logistics resources which

was specifically considered in the modeling. The model

determines the availability of a specific aircraft type

given a certain level of budget for spare parts and the
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specified total flying hour program.

The concepts of the supply system and repair cycle

were described. A discussion of the METRIC, NOD-METRIC and

AAM models was found to be of importance in the model de-

velopment since these three models provide the necessary

framework for the research. This discussion was organized

into the following sections: system environment, assum-

ptions, data requirements, model objective and problem

solution. Assumptions were formulated in two major groups.

One group of the assumptions related to the demand and

resupply processes. Another group of assumptions related

to the repair process. A description of the context in

which the model will be used was presented in order to

give a better understanding of why some assumptions were

needed. The analysis and discussion in Chapter II leads to

the definition of the model to be developed. It is a two-

echelon, two-indenture model with multiple items and subject

to a budget constraint.

The development of the model was basically oriented by

the METRIC, MOD-METRIC and in the majority by the AAM model.

The main computational features of the model are the ex-

pected backorders technique introduced by METRIC, availabi-

lity rate and the contribution of each component to the

availability of the aircraft, and the optimization proce-

dure, based on the marginal analysis technique. All of these

computations were developed in Chapter III under the
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methodology. Shopping list and cost versus availability

curves, were discussed along with the presentation of the

algorithms. The development of the mathematical proce-

dures, the structure of the model and the requirements for

the model implementation were also described.

In Chapter IV a narrative description of the model was

given to explain how the model works and how the user can

interact with it. The following step was verification and

validation. The selection of the aircraft type to be used

and the baseline scenario was defined in order to be able

to run the model with real data. The total expenditures

projected by the model using this real data compared well

with the actual expenses allowing us to begin to validate

the model. Analysis of the input data was performed to

verify the validity of the values and the relationships

given in the data base. This chapter concluded with the

analysis of the results and the sensitivity of the model to

changes in the independent variables.

Conclusions of the Research Effort

The objectives of this research were met. A model which

is easy-to-use, which runs quickly and requires a minimum

amount of input data was developed. The model was run for

the CHIPMUNK aircraft type with the baseline scenario of a

2400 flying hour program, 30 aircraft, and 70Z availability

rate. The main conclusions are:
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- The model is suitable in predictir6 total

expenditures. The results are close enough to the

actual expenses.

- Some data was missing in the input data files. This

leads to an underestimation of the expenses.

- Flying hour program is the variable that contributes

more to the changes in total expenditures, while the

number of units deployed is the variable that contri-

butes the least.

- The reduction of the pipelines to 90% of actual values

always has an effect less then 10% on the total

expenditures.

Managerial Implications

With the use of this model Portuguese Air Force Mana-

gers are able to directly relate funding levels and aircraft

readiness. They can allocate money to the needs of differ-

ent aircraft types by using this model for all aircraft

types, one at a time. Tradeoffs can be studied with the

model. The investment required to reduce the pipelines and

its benefit is one example. However, the final decision

must consider the total investment required and its benefit

in decreasing total expenditures. Also, and maybe more

important than this, managers can optimize the allocation of

the money among the spare parts requirements to support

each aircraft type. Thus, following the recommendations
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of the model, the level of funding available under the

budget constraint can be spent in the most profitable way.

Supgested Areas of Further Research

The research performed here encountered certain prob-

lems. Some problems were diminished through simplification

of the approach while others required a great deal of effort

to overcome. This research can be the starting point for

further work. Some areas of interest in pursuing the

research are:

- To extend the model to incorporate several aircraft

types.

- To model for manpower and support equipment.

- To model for more than two levels of indenture.

- To include the repair option (i.e., have the repair

costs competing for the same funding).

- To explicitly consider common components.

And, may be the most important area to start with, to

evaluate the management information system actually in use.

Final Comments

The significance of performing this research and of the

conclusions reached lies with the constantly changing envi-

ronment of the Portuguese Air Force weapon systems and

the tightening of budgetary constraints. Management must

ensure that every escudo spent achieves maximum mission
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accomplishment. With the Portuguese Air Force *coderni ratti n.

it is imperative that management be informed of svote2

per for mance. Availability v i 1i remain the most 4ppr

priate performance measure for the inventory system.
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APPENDIX A

AAM Batch File

This batch file was created for to run the model in the

Scientific Support Computer (SSC) using the UNIX system.

TLe file controls the execution of the model up to the

generation of the availability versus expenditures curve.

The following programs are called by this file:

- HIGHSET

- SAM

- SPLITSRT

- CURVES
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#
clear
echo"
ech AAAAAA±AAAAA.A.A.AAA..*.AAAA.

echow*
echo D ATEMrNo
ec-ho *-*

e1cho1w *

echo 1w 1. DIRETORY NAMS MMS BE 7-CHARACMf LflWTH.
edh ' * 2. DATA FILES MOST EflST IN WEI SUBIDRhFATOWY. *

eho"

eco"
echo
edho If r"ad hit RETURN to continue ..

higiwet
sleep 1
clear

echow

e1cho' LEVEL. 2 OF THE MODEL IS RUNIME
echo *

eco*Aw~AAAAA~AAAAAAAAA..*~AA
ecbo'
echo UOR PROCESSING OF SUBASSIMLIES ...
eckr
echom

DC..FII SOTE 3

seo' SORTflU OUTPUT ROODS ...
echbo

splitart
uv LEVEIR LEVMKJ)
w IVELM. 1 IVEM

sleep5
clear
'ech1"
echJo 'AAAA~AAAAAAA*A*LAAAAA

echo' *

echo LE I Z3 OF THE MWL IS RUN11M *

ech' *

orho

.cho MR PROCISS114G Of ASSIMLIES..

eho"
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Sam
DELFILE SORTED 2
echo '

e.ho °  SORI OuUTM RECORDS ...

echo '

splitart
sleep 5
&lear
ec.ho. •

echo * NOW PE)DXUCIM AVAILABILITY/COST TABLE.
echo**

od~~o B ,AAA. AA A ,A A .. A. AA AAAAAA£££AAAA AAAAA AAAAAA
ec.ho,

oarves
sleep 1

clear

'eJho

echo ' IF YOU WISH TO, RUN ANOTHER NDDEL YEAR, ENTER AAM AT THE PRIOPT. *°

echo "*t IF YOU WISH TO RUN THE SHOPP LIST PRmGAM, ENTE "SH .IST" '

8ATTE PROM.
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APPENDIX B

SHOP Batch File

This batch file was created for to run the model in the

Scientific Support Computer (SSC) using the UNIX system.

The file controls the execution of the model when the

shopping list is requested. The following programs are

called by this file:

- SHOPI

- SHOP2

- SHOPB
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rdear

ec-ho
echo

echow NNNO PONNING THE SNOPPMG LIST PROGRAM

echo
echo

shopi1
sort -o $I/SSVPRIMH.$21 $1/USVPRIHR.$21
w IZVEAf LEUEMBC
wv IZVEM.MdD LEVELNK
ahop2
shopb
uv LZVNA( LEVEM.(DI
m LIVEM-KBAC LZVEIII(

sleep 2

echo

1chow THE ~ RIINNIN OF THE AIRCRAFT AVAILABiITy ?(DL IS CM0fLrT.
echbo*
ecor * IF YOUJ WISH TO LIST A SH)PPDG LIST AT THICS TDZ, MMT
ech *

echo '** "ore '$1'/SHOPLST.'$2'" FOR ALL COPU(NN , OR
liehbo '"se $/SB-.'$2'" FO ANY BUDGE CODE,
'cor. ** WE= C] 1,10.
echo 1

echo
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APPENDIX C

Input Data Files

The input data files required for to run the model are:

1. DATA.yyl

2. DATA.yy2

3. HOURS

Legend for DATA.yyl and DATA.yy2:

Column

1 - Component Name
2 - Component Cost

3 - Base Repair Pipeline
4 - Order and Ship Pipeline
5 - Depot Repair Pipeline
6 - Condemnation Replacement Pipeline
7 - Total Asset Position
8 - Name of Next Hisher Assembly (NHA)
9 - Component Fixed Level

10 - ludSet Code
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Example of file DATA.yyl

EXAMPLEA 2000.00 1.7 0.3 3.6 0.4 12 EXAMPLE 0 1
EZAMPLEB 7000.00 0.9 0.0 2.5 0.1 0 EXAMPLE 0 5

Example of file DATA.yy2

EXANPLEAA 500.00 1.2 0.9 5.2 1.5 100 EXAMPLEA 0 1
EXAMPLEAB 10.00 5.1 2.9 3.1 5.0 35 EXAMPLEA 0 1
EXAMPLEBA 200.00 1.2 0.7 2.3 2.1 78 EXAMPLEB 0 5
EXAMPLEBB 100.00 2.4 0.3 4.1 0.0 10 EXAMPLEB 0 5
EXAMPLEBC 900.00 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0 EXAMPLEB 0 5

Example of file HOURS

2400
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APPENDIX D

Aircraft Availability Model

FORTRAN Programs and Subroutines

Name Code Page

ADDIT S 95
CURVES P 96
DFACTLN S 105
DLNGAMMA S 106
FEBO S 107
FSEBO S 110
FSV S 113
HIGHSET P 115
LUMPCMP S 120
MARG S 123
PRECFILL S 126
SAM P 128
SHOPI P 135
SHOP2 P 138
SHOPB P 141
SPLITSRT P 144
SRUSTART S 147
UPDATA S 149

P - Program
S - Subroutine
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C**** ADDIT, THE SUBROUTINE THAT COMPUTES SUNK COSTS
SUBROUTINE ADDIT (N,ITASSE,COST, CON CUM)

C**** ITASSE WILL BE INCREASED TO N.
C**** DO NOT CALL ADDIT WITH A REAL N.
C**** COM MAY ALREADY BE > O.,AND CUM INCLUDE THAT.
C**** RESET CUM

CUM-CUK-COM
C
C**** COMPUTE PROC SUNK COSTS.

IF(ITASSE.LT.N) COM-CO HCOST*(N-ITASSE)
ITASSE-N

C
C**** NOW SUM THE CUM

CUM-CUM+COm
RETURN
END
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C**** CURVES, THE AVAILABILITY COMPUTATION AND SELECTION PROGRAM
C

IMPLICIT INTEGER(Z)

COIION/GENCHAR/NSN
COKB3N/GENERA/DEBUG,Q,COST,IBUDSRU
CHARACTER NSN*13
LOGICAL DEBUG ,PRINT

C
COIOION /SRUCHL/NSNSRU ,SONSN
COMHON/SRUBLK/SRUEBO ,SVPRIM,NSRUEBO, ISRUSTRT
& SVSRU,GLCSRURGLCSRU,NSREADS,TPARTCOS ,APARTCOS

PARAMETER (ZSRUEBO-2000 ,ZStJNK-IO)
REAL SVPRIME (0:ZSRUEBO)
REAL TPARTCOS (ZSUNK), APARTCOS (ZSUNK,0: ZSRUEBO)
DOUBLE PRECISION SRUEBO (0:ZSRUEBO)
CHARACTER SONSN*13,NSNSRU*13

C
INTEGER NUNITS, NBASES
REAL VMCONST, PBTJYA(5),SUNKC(ZSUNK)
CHARACTER WSNAME*13, COMMENT*80, DATADIR*7, FNAME*30
CHARACTER TEST*6

DEBUG - FALSE.
PRINT - .FALSE.

C
C
C**** OPEN INPUT FILES AND READ INITIAL FIGURES

OPEN (13,FILE-'LEVELNM-)
READ (13,*) IYEAR,LEVEL,DATADIR

WRITE (FNAME,6) DATADIR,IYEAR
6 FORMAT (A,-/WSNATURE.',12)
OPEN (1,FILE-FNAME)
READ (1,*) VMCONST, PBUYA
READ (1,7) WS~HME, IFLYER3S ,NUNITS,NBASES,COMENT

7 FORMAT(2X,A,I7,2I4,//A)
TEST - OKKENT
NSN -WSNAME

C
WRITE (FRhME, 8)DhTADIR, ITEAR

8 FORKAT(A,-/SORTED.',I2,'1')
OPEN (3,FILE-FNAME,FORM-'UNFR4ATTED')

C
WRITE (INAME,9)DATADIR, IYEAR

9 PORMAT(A,'/COSTTOTS.',12,'l')
OPEN (9,FILE-FNAME)
READ(9, *)SUNKC
TSUNKC-O.
DO 20 I-1,ZSUNK

TSUNKC-TSUNKC+SUNKC (I)
TPARTCOS (1)-SUNKC (I)
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APARTCOS(I,O)-SUNKC(I)
20 CONTINUE

C
C
C**** FILL ARRAYS

27 WRITE(*,*)- ENTER "S" TO SAVE AVAILABILITY CURVE'
WRITE(*,*)- OR ENTER <CR> TO CONTINUE'
READ (*, 25)FNAME

25 FORMAT (Al)
IF(FNAME.NE.' '.AND.FNAME.NE.'S') GOTO 27
IF(FNAME.EQ.'S') PRINT -. TRUE.
WRITE(*,*)- '
WRITE(*,*)- '

21 WRITE(*,*)' ENTER COST INCREMENT FOR AVAILABILITY CURVE'
WRITE(*,*)' OR ENTER <CR> TO LET PROGRAM CHOOSE VALUE
BRAD (*, 22)FNAME

22 FORMAT(A30)
WRITE(*,*)'
WRITE(*,*)'
IF(FNAME.EQ.' -)THEN

COST-. 005*TSUNKC
ELSE

READ (FNAME, *,ERR-29)COST
IF(COST.LT. 1)COST-.005*TSUNKC

END IF
GO TO 30

29 WRITE(*,*)' INPUT ERROR, PLEASE RE-TYPE'
GO TO 21

C
30 CALL SRUSTART

IF(NSRUEBO.LE.O)GO TO 998
CALL FSEBO

C
C
C**** FIND END OF PARTCOSA ARRAY

DO 50 NPART-10,1,-I
IF(APARTCOS(NPART,NSRUEBO).GT.O.)GO TO 60

50 CONTINUE
NPART-1

C
C
C**** PRINT CURVE

60 WRITE (*, 70)WSNAME, IYEAR
70 FORMAT(' FOR THE "',A13," SYSTEM, FOR THE YEAR 19',12)

IF (TEST.NE.' NONE') WRITE(*,*)'NOTE: %,COMMENT
WRITE(*,*)- TOTAL SUNK COSTS - ',TSUNKC
WRITE(*,*)'
WRITE(*,*)-
WRITE(*,*)- AVAILABILITY TOTAL COST'
WRITE(*,*)'

C
C**** IF PRINT IS TRUE SAVE CURVE
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IF(PRINT) THEN
WRITE (FNAME, 690)DATADIR, IYEAR

690 FORMAT(A,"/CURVE.",I2)
OPEN (4,FILE-FNAME)
WRITE(4, 70) WSNAME, IYEAR
IF (TEST.NE.- NONE') WRITE(4,*)'NOTE: ,COMMENT
WRITE(4,*)' TOTAL SUNK COSTS - ',TSUNKC
WRITE(4,*)' -
WRITE(4,*)' -
WRITE(4,*)' AVAILABILITY TOTAL COST'
WRITE(4,*)' "

END IF
C
C CALCULATE THE POINTS FOR THE CURVE

DO 100 N-O,NSRUEBO
IF(SRUEBO(N)/NUNITS.LT. 10. )THEN

E- EXP(-SRUEBO(N) / NUNITS)
ELSE

E- 0.
ENDIF
NCOST - N*COST+TSUNKC

C-OUT WRITE(*,*)' "
WRITE(*, 80)E,NCOST

C-OUT& , (APARTCOS(I,N),I-1,NPART)
IF (PRINT) WRITE(4,80)E,NCOST

80 FORMAT(2X,F13.6,7XI8)
100 CONTINUE

IF (PRINT) CLOSE(4)
C
C
C**** MAKE AND SAVE A DECISION

110 WRITE(*,*)' '
WRITE(*,*)- PLEASE ENTER AN AVAILABILITY OR COST OR 0 TO RE-LIST'
WRITE(*,*)' THE CURVE. A NUMBER > 100 WILL BE INTERPRETED AS A -

WRITE(*,*)- COST, A NUMBER - 100 AS AN AVAILABILITY.'
WRITE(*,*)-
IF (PRINT)

&WRITE(*,*)' <><><> CURVE WILL BE SAVED <><><>'

WRITE(*,*)' "
WRITE(*,*)' "
READ (*, 120)FNAME

120 FORMAT(A30)
IF(FNAME.BQ.' ')GO TO 60
READ(FNAME, 130,ERR-110)POINT

130 FORMAT(B,F0.2)
I,(POINT.LT.I.E-6)GO TO 60

C
IF(POINT.GT. 100. )THEN

C - INTERPOLATE COST POINT
DO 200 N-O,NSRUEBO

TCOST-N*COST+TSUNKC
IF(TCOST.GT.POINT)GO TO 300
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200 CONTINUE
WRITE(*,*)' DOLLAR AMOUNT ABOVE TOP OF CURVE. PLEASE REENTER.'
GO TO 110

300 IF(N.EQ.O)THEN
WRITE(*,*)'$$$ AMOUNT BELOW BOTTOM OF CURVE. PLEASE REENTER.'
GO TO 110

END IF
N-N-1
REAINDR-POINT- (N*COST+TSUNKC)
FRACTION-REMAINDR/COST
EBO-SRUEBO (N) * (1.-FRACTION )+SRUEBO (N+I) *FRACTION
AVAILOUT-EXP (-EBO/NUNITS)
COSTOUT-POINT
S VPOUT-SVPRIME (N) * ( i -FRACTION )i+S VPRIME (N+I) *FRACTION

C
ELSE

C - NTERPOLATE AVAILABILITY POINT. IF IN PERCENT, FIX.
IF (POINT.GT. I. ) POIN,-POINT*. 01
EBO-NUNITS*LOG (POINT)
DO 400 N-O,NSRUEBO

IF(EBO.GT.SRUEBO(N))GO TO 500
400 CONTINUE

WRITE(*,*)' AVAILABILITY ABOVE TOP OF CURVE. PLEASE REENTER.'

GO TO 110
500 IF(N.EQ.O)THEN

WRITE(*,*)'AVAILABILITY BELOW BOTTOM OF CURVE.PLEASE REENTER'
GO TO 110

END IF
N-N-I
REMAINDR-SRUEBO (N) -EBO
FRACTION-REMAINDR/ (SRUEBO (N) -SRUEBO (N+i))
AVAI LOUT-POINT
COSTOUT-TSUNKC+COST* (N+FRACT ION)
SVPOUT-SVPRIME (N) * (1.-FRACTION) +S VPRIME (N+I) *FRACTION

END IF
C
C**** COMPUTE PARTCOSTS FOR DECISION

DO 600 I-1,ZSUNK
TPARTCOS(I)-APARTCOS(I,N)*(I.-FRACTION)+APARTCOS(I,N+I )

& *FRACTION
600 CONTINUE

C
C**** PRINT DECISION

WRITE(*,*)' YOUR SELECTION COMPUTES TO'
WRITE(*,*), I
WRITE(*,*)' AVAILABILITY TOTAL COST SORT VALUE CUTOFF'
WRITE(*, 610)AVAILOUT,COSTOUT,SVPOUT

610 FORMAT(IX,F12.4,6X,E13.6,5X,E14.7)
WRITE(*,*)- "
WRITE(*,*)" THE BREAKOUT OF SUBTOTAL COST BY BUDGET CODE IS'
WRITE(*,*)' "
WRITE(*,*)' BUDGET CODE COST'
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DO 650 I-I,ZSUUK
WRITI (*,620) I,TPAATCOS(I)

620 FOUILT(2X, 19. 51,FIO.0)
650 CONTINUE

V3.ITI(*,*)' IF YOU WISH TO REVISE YOUR DECISION ENTER REDO"
dRITE(*,*' ELSE INTER (Cl> To COMTTJUI

llAD (0.680) FllAX
680 PiRMAT(A30)

IPFTWE.EQ.3.IDO'.OE.FUAIE.EQ.'redo')GO TO 110

C** JP9N OUT FILE AND SAVE DECISION
WIITZ(FIM, 700)DATADIX, IEA

700 P3DJAT(A,'/DECISIOU. ,12)
OPEN (SFtL-rSANI)
WRITE ts,*)' TOUR SELECTION COKFUTES TO'
IIRITE( 5,0)' ,
WRIT(5,*' AVAILABILITY TOTAL COST SORT VALUE CT)FF'
IRITE(5,610)AVAILOUT,COSTOUT,SVPOUT
WRITE(5,*' '
W3.TE(5,*' THE BREAKOUT OF SUBTOTAL COST BY BUDGET ODE IS'
W~ITI(5,*)'
IdRITE(5,*), BUDGET CODE COST'
WIT(5,'
WRITE(5,620) (I,TPARTCOS(I) ,I-I,ZSUNK)

C
C*0* DONE

WRITE(*,*)' AVAILABILTY CURVE GENERATED'
STOP

C
C
C**** ERROR EXIT

998 WJRITE(*,*)'
WRITE(*,*)- DATA MALFUNCTION. NO AVAILABILITY CURVE GENERATED.-

CALL GETPID(ID)
CALL KILL(ID,9)
END

C
C
C
C
C

C**** SRUSTART, STARTS FILLING THE SRUEBO & SVPRIME ARRAYS
SUBROUTINE SRUSTART

C
C**** THIS SUBROUTINE INITIALIZES THE SRUEBO (4 CO.) ARRAYS.
C**** IF NSRUEBO IS RETURNED AS 0. THEN NO CHILDREN.
C**** THIS SUBROUTINE ASSUMES THAT NSN,NSNSRU,SORTVGLCSRU,
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C**** IBUDSRU, & SONSN ARE DEFINED.
C.

IMPLICIT ITEGER(Z)
C

CONW~N/GENCHAR/NSN
COI3N/GNUAL/DKBUG ,Q COST,*IBUDSRU
CHARACTER NSN*13
LOGICAL DEBUG~

C
OUIOE /SRUCHA/NSNSRU ,SONSN
COHDN/SRUBLK/SRUBO , SYPRIM.NSRUI3O, ISRUSTRT

SVSRUKg,GLCSRU,RGLCSRU,NSIZADS, TPARTCOS ,APARTCOS
PARAMETER (ZSRUUIO-2000,ZSUNK-1O)
REAL SVPlI1 (0: ZSRUUMO)
REAL TPARTCOS (ZSUUK), APARTCOS (ZSUNK,O:ZSRJEBO)
DOUBLE PRECISION SRUEDO(O:ZSRUUBO)
CHARACTER SOISN*13,ISNSRU*13

C
C** INITIALIZE.
C SSNSRU-'

ISRUBO-O
SRUKBO(0)-O.

C**** PROCESS RECORD UNLESS PAST NSN.

10IOT ( SSO-, SN (DEBUG) WRITE (*,1O) XSNSRU,NSN

100 IF(NSNSIJJ.GT.NSN) RETUU

C**** IF A MATCH PROCESS ALL FLAGGED RECORDS.

EF(NSNSRU.ZQ.NISN )TUD
C

C - IF A REAL SVSRJ IS ENCOUNTERED, YOU'RE DONE.
LF(SVS.LJ.LE. 500. )GOTO 189

C - SUPER LARGE SVSRD IS A FLAG THAT THIS RECORD IS REA.LLY
C A STAITIUC RECORD. SAVE. THE GLCSI.U IN THESE
C - RECORDS 1S ACTUALLY STARTING EBO. SUN.

SUNJRO (0) -SUUO (0) +Q2CSRU
SRUU3O( 1)-SRUEDO(O)
xS3.RUO- I

am IF
C
C
Cw* RZAD NRXT RECORD AND LOOP LACK.

RKhD ( 3, IND-199) )SOUSIN SVSRU ,=LSRII INUSRU IAUDSRU
150 701AT (11,AI3,IZ,F1S.13,1I,F15.3,11,A13)

1.1 (MUGI) WRITE (*.*)'record read a *NSSU,SYSRU,GLCSRU,SOUSN,

SIBUDSRU
NSSUADS -EREADS.l

1 -01-



GO TO 100
C
C
C**** SET SVPRIME(0)

189 SVPRnZ4(O)-SVSRU*1.0O01
RETURN

C
C
C**** EOF. SET HIGH NSNSRU TO PREVENT FUR~THER READS.

199 NSNSRU-' ZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZ'
RETURN
END

C
C
C
C
C

C F5110, FILLS THE SRUXBO & SVPRT.ME ARRAYS.
SUBROUTINE FSEBO

C
IMPLICIT INTEGER (Z)

C
COMMON/GENCHAR/NSN
COMN/GENEAL/DEBUG,Q,COST, IBUDSRU
CHARACTER NSN*13
LOGICAL DEUG

C
GONMON /SRUCHA/NSNSRU, SONSN
COHHON/SRUBL[/SRUEBO ,SVPRIM,NSRUEBO, ISU.USTRT
4 ,SVSRU,GLCSRU,RGLCSRU,NSREADS.TPARTCOSAPARTCOS
PARAMETER (ZSRUEBO-2000 ,ZSUNK-10)
REAL SVPRIME (O:ZSRUEBO)
RE&AL TPARTCOS(ZSURK), APARTCOS(ZSUNt,0:ZSRUEBO)
DOUBLE PRECISION SRUEEO(0:ZSRUEBO)
CHARACTER SONSN*13,NSNSRU*13

C
C

TSRUCOST-O.
C
C
C**** SINCE SRUSTART BEGAN THE JOB, JUST JUMP RIGHT IN.
C**** SINCE SRUUO0(O) WAS FILLED EARLIER, SOME TESTS ARE UNNECESSARY.
C

IF (DEBUG) WRITE (*,10) NSNSRU,NSN
10 FORMAT? V IN 75Db, ISNSRU - ',A,' NSN - ',A)

200 IF(NSN.LT.NSNSRU)GO TO 2000
TS&OCOST-TSEUCOST4GLCSRU
TPAZTCOS (IKDSRU)-TPARTCOS (IBUDSRU)GLCSRU

C
C
C**" FILL SRrJUO ARRAY & SVPRIMZ ARRY
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C
IP(NSRUEBO.EQ.ZSRUEBO)GO TO 900
IF (DEBUG) WRITE(*,*)-COST -',COST
NLSWORTE-,TSRUCOST /COST

C
IF (NLSWORTH. LT.*NSRUEBO ) THEN

C
C - SKALL GLUNP. CONTINUE FILLING A PSWORTH.
C

SRUEBO (NSRUEBO )-SRUEBO (NSRtIEBO ) .SVSRU*GLCSRU

ELSE
C -BIG GLUMP HAS FINISHED FILLING AN LSWORTH AND STARTED
C - ON THE NEXT ONE. FIRST WRAP UP THE FULL ONE.
C

SRUEBO (NSRUEBO )-SRUEBO (NSRUEBO )-S VSRU* (NSRUEBO*COST-
&TSRUCOST+-GLCSRIT)

800 SVPRIME (NSRUEBO )-SVSRU
APARTCOS (IBUDSRU,NSRUEBO) - TPARTCOS (IIUDSRU)-

& (TSRUCOST-COST*NSRUEBO)
C - SAVE PARTCOSTS FOR OTHER BUDGETS TOO.

DO 810 IBUD-1,ZSUNK
IF(IBUD.EQ.IBUDSRU)GO TO 810
APARTCOS (IBUD, NSRUEBO) - TPARTCOSU(BUD)

810 CONTINUE
C
C - NOW START FILLING NEXT PSWORTH
C - IF CUTOFF HAS NOT BEEN HIT PROCEED.
C
C

IF (NSRUE.BO.LT.ZSRUEBO)THEN
C
C -- START FILLING NEW PSWORTH BY PUTTING THE REST OF
C -THE GLUMP INTO THE NEW PSWORTH. UNLESS GLUM? IS
C - SO LARGE AS TO FILL IT ENTIRELY, THEN SWEAT.
C

NSRUZBO-NSRUEBO+l
I.F(NLSWORTH. LT.*NSRURBO )THEN

C
C - REGULAR CASE. PUT REST OF GLUMP INTO NEW PSWORTH
C

SRUEBO (NSRUBO )-SRUEBO (NSRUEBO-1 ) SVSRU*
& (TSRDCOST-COST*(NSRUEBO-1))

ELSE
C
C - GLUMP IS SO LARGE AS TO FILL THIS PSIIORTH
C - ENTIREY * FILL AND LOOP RACK.
C

SKITEBO (NSRUBO )-SRUKBO (NSRUEIO- ) -SVSRU'COST
GO TO 800

END IF
C
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C -ELSE CUTOFF HIT. TERMINATE.
C

ELSE
WRITE (*, 850)NSN,SRUEBO (ZSRUEBO)

850 FORMAT(' <*><*><*><*> NSRUEBO>Z FOR ',Al3,' EBO-',F7.2)
END IF

C -

C
END IF

C
C
C
C**** READ NEXT RECORD AND LOOP BACK TO THE BEGINNING.
C

IF (DEBUG) WRITE(*,*)- READ A RECORD -' ,NSREADS
900 R.EA (3,END-1999) SONSNSVSRUGLCSRU,NSNSRU, IBUDSRU

IF(DEBUG)WRITE(*,*)-RECORD READ -',NSNSRU,SVSRU,GLCSRU,SONSN
& UIBUDSRU

NSRZADS-NSREA S+l
IF (DEBUG) WRITE 0*,10) NSNSRU,NSN
GO TO 200

C
C
C
C**** END LOGIC
1999 NSNSRU --------------------
2000 IF(NSRUEBO.GT. 0)SVPRIM(NSRUEBO)-O.

IF(DEBUG)WRITE(*,*)' SKUEBO ARRAY ',(SRUEBO(I),I-O,NSRUEBO),
V' SVPRIME ARRAY ',(SVPRIME(I),I-O,NSRU EBO)

C
RETURN
END
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C**** DFACTLN, THE FUNCTION THAT COMPUTES THE
C**** LOGARITHM (BASE E) OF 'N' FACTORIAL.
C**** IT TAKES AN INTEGER AS INPUT.
C***

DOUBLE PRECISION FUNCTION DFACTLN(N)
C***

IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION(D)
REAL*8 DTABLE(0: 30)

C*** *DSIGMA, IS A CONSTANT - LN(SQRT(2*PI))
DATA DSIGMA/.91893 85332 04672 74178D0 /

C*** *DZERO IS THE LOGARITHM (BASE E) OF 01
C*** *DTABLE(I) IS THE LOGARITHM (BASE E) OF II

DATA DTABLE/ 0.ODO,
& O.ODO, .693147180559945310D0,
& ° 179175946922805500D1, .317805383034794562D1,
& .478749174278204599DI, .657925121201010099Dl,
& .852516136106541430D, .106046029027452502D2,
& . 128018274800814696D2, .151044125730755153D2,
& . 175023078458738858D2, .199872144956618862D2,
& .225521638531234229D2, .251912211827386815D2,
& .278992713838408916D2, .306718601060806728D2,
& .335050734501368889D2, .363954452080330536D2,
& .293398841871994940D2, .423356164607534850D2,

& .453801388984769080D2, .484711813518352239D2.
& .516066755677643736D2, .547847293981123192D2,

& .580036052229791579D2, .612617017610020020D2,
& .645575386270063311D2, .678897431371815349D2,
& .712570389671680090D2, .746582363488301643D2
'/

C***
C*** *IF(N IS WITHIN THE TABLE LIMITS)

IF((N.LT.0) °OR. (N.GT.30)) GO TO 100
C***
C*** *RETURN TABLE VALUE

DFACTLN - DTABLE(N)

C*** *ELSE (USE STIRLING'S APPROXIMATION)
GO TO 200

100 CONTINUE
C***
C*** *COMPUTE VARIOUS PARTS NEEDED FOR THE APPROXIMATION

DPIN - DBLE(FLOAT(N))
DPACTLN - (DPW + .5D0)*DLOG(DPN) - DPN + DSIGMA

& + I.ODO/(12.ODO*DPN)
& - I.ODO/(360.DO*DPN*DPN*DPN)

C***
C** *  *END I (TABLE LIMITS TEST)

200 CONTINmUE
C***

RETURN
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C**** DLNGAMKA, THE FUNCTION THAT COMPUTES THE NATURAL
C**** LOG OF GAMMA. OF DX
C

DOUBLE PRECISION FUNCTION DLNGAMMA(DX)
C

IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION (D)
C*** DSIGMA IS A CONSTANT -LN(SQT(2*PI))

DATA DSIGMA/.91893 85332 04672 74178 DO/
IF(DX.LT.10) WRITE (*,10) DX

10 FORMAT (- DLNGAMMA PASSED SMALL DX-",F9.3)
C
C*** COMPUTE VARIOUS PARTS NEEDED FOR THE APPROXIMATION

DPN-DX-I .DO
DLNGAMMA - (DPN + .5D0)*DLOG(DPN) - DPN + DSIGMA

a + 1.ODO/(12.ODO*DPN)
& - 1.ODO/(360.ODO*DPN*DPN*DPN)

C
RETURN
END
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C**** FEBO, THE SUBROUTINE THAT FILLS THE EBO ARRAY
SUBROUTINE FEBO

C
C**** THIS SUBROUTINE FILLS THE EBO ARRAY. EBO (IEBO) IS THE
C**** EBO FOR IEBO'S L'SWORTHS OF INVESTMENT IN THE COMPONENT.
C** IEBO-IS-ISRUSTRT+(ID+IB-ITASSE) WHERE IS IS THE NUMBER OF
C**** L'SWORTHS OF SRU'S, ID IS THE NUMBER AT THE DEPOT, IB IS
C**** THE NUMBER AT THE BASES, & ITASSE IS THE STARTING ASSET
C**** POSITION AFTER SACROSANCT BUYS.
C

IMPLICIT INTEGER(Z)
C

COMHON/GENCHAR/NSN
COMHON/GENERAL/DEBUG, Q,COST
CHARACTER NSN*13
LOGICAL DEBUG

C
COMON/RBOBLK/EBO ,NSRU ,NEBO ,NBASES, ITASSE,BOPIPE
& ,DPIPE,CUTOFF,LUMPD,DEBO,DREBO,DTERM,DE2BO,DQM10VRQ
& ,DPIPOVRQ,EBOS,MAXREP ,ALPHA,MEBO, INKR,NSKIPPED,NDONE
PARAMETER (ZEBO-1000)
DIMENSION EBO(O:ZEBO),NSRU(O:ZEBO)

C
COIHON/SRUCHA/NSNSRU ,SONSN,SONSNT
COHMON/SRUBLK/SRUEDO,SVPRIM,NSRUEBO, ISRUSTRT
& ,SVSRU,GLCSRU,RGLCSRU,NSONSNT,NSREADS
PARAMETER (ZSRUEBO-2000 ,ZSONSNT-300)
REAL SRUEBO (O:ZSRUEBO) ,SVPRIME (O:ZSRUEBO)
CHARACTER SONSN*13,SONSNT(ZSONSNT)*13,NSNSRU*13

C
IP(DEBUG)WRITE(*,*)'->IN FEBO: ISRUSTRTfIN]-',ISRUSTRT

10 FORMAT(A)
C**** INITIALIZE

DO 100 IEDO-O,NKBO
EBO(IEBO)-99999.

100 CONTINUE
N110-0
ISRU (0)-ISRUSTRT

C
C
C**** OUTUR LOOP (ID) .
C

NAXI-ITAS S1+ZEBO*tmK
IF (DfltR) WRITE(*,*)--> IN 7110: LUMPD,NA.X,INK -

& LUNPD ,NAXIM, IMK
DO 700 ID-LUNP, ITASSK+Z93O*INKR, n

DVAR-D230-DUBO*DK3O

C

18-MIN (3530130 ,ITASSR+ZKIO*D=K-ID)
DO 500 IS-ISRUSTRT,N9
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C
C -IF THIS (IDIS) COMBINATION IS BEATEN BY (ID+1,IS-l)
C - THEN EXIT IS LOOP (GO TO NEXT ID).
C

IF(IS.G;T.ISRUSTRT.AND.SRUEBO(IS-I)-SRUEBO(IS).LE.DREBO)
& THEN

NSKIPPED-NSKIPPED4NS+1-IS
GO TO 600

C
C - IF THIS (IDIS) COMBINATION IS BEATEN BY (ID-i IS+1)
C THEN EXIT IS LOOP (GO TO NEXT IS) UNLESS TASSE IS
C -- A CONSTRAINT
C

ELSEIF (ID.GT.LTJHPD.AND.IS.LT.NS
& .AND *SRUEBO (IS) -SKUEO (15+1). GTeDREBO+DTEBI)TREN

C
C - IF ID IS PAST TASSE SKIP, ELSE DO PART OF NB LOOP.
C

IF (ID .GT. ITASSE)TBEN
NSKIPFED"'NSKIPFED+1
GO TO 500

ELSE
NB-MfI(ITASSE-ID , ZEBO*INKR+ITASSE-ID-IS+ISRUSTRT)

END IF
ELSE

NB-ZEBO*INKR+ITASSE-ID-IS+ISRUSTRT
END IF

C
NDONE-NDONE+i

C
C -- SET UP FOR BASE LOOP.
C

BIIIPE-(DEBO+BOPIPE+SRUEBO(IS) )/NBASES
CALL LUNPOIP (I PIPE,Q

& LUMPBI,BIKBOBIREBO,BITERM,BlE2BO,BIQM'IOVQ,BIPIPOVQ)
IBl-LUMPBl

C
LUMPPIN3ASES*LIMPB I
IJ(NI.LT.LUM?3)GO To 600

C
C -I13 LOOP. NOTE; lB - NBASES*IB1.
C

DO 400 I3-LIJMPB,NB,NBASES
C
C - IF 1 Ll~s GE TASSI & SYSKBO A NE1W WINNER, SAVE.
C

IUOLD-IS+r3+ID-ITASSZ-ISRUSTRT
IUDO-(IOLD+I=K-1 ) fIN

IP(I3+ID.GI. ITASSE.AND.sysEso.LT. no0(1130) ismE
D0(Izb0)-SYSUso
5SUD(LUO)-is
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C
C

END IF

C CHECK EBO(O) AND UPDATE AS NECC.

IF (IS.EQ.ISRUSTRT.AND.IXBOLD.GT.-NBASES.AND.IEBOLD.LT. 0)
& THEN

SYSOEBO-SYSEBO+IEBOLD*B IREBO
IP(SYSOEBO.LT.EBO(O) )EBO(O)-SYSOEBO

END IF
C
C m C01ME NEXT EEO,REBOETC. EXIT LOOP IF R.EBO<CtJTOFF.
C

BlEBO-BlEBO-BlREBO
IF(BlREBO.LT.C1JTOFF.OR.BlEBO.LT.O. )GO TO 450
BIE2BOmE IE2BO-BlEBO-BlEBO-BIREBO
B1TERMuBlTERM*(BlPIPOVQ4BIQM10VQ*IB1) /(TI+I)
B iREBOmE IREBO-B iTEM
IB1-IBI+1

400 CONTINUE
C
C

450 IF (IEBO.GT.NEBO)NEBO-IEBO
500 CONTINUE

C
C
C- COMPUTE NEXT DEBO,DREBO,ETC. EXIT LOOP IF REBO < CUTOFF.
C

600 DO 650 IID-ID,ID+INMR-1
DEBO-DEBO-DREBO
IF(DREBO.LT.CUTOFF.OR.DEBO.LT.0. )GO TO 800
DE2BO-DE2BO-DEBO-DEBO-DREBO
DTHRM-DTER* (DPIPOVRQ+DQM1OVRQ*IID) /(IID+1)
DREBO-DREBO-DTERM

650 CONTINUE

700 CONTINUE
C
C
C

800 IF (DEBUG) WRITE(*,*)'-> LEAVING FEBO'
RETURN
END
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C FSEBO, FILLS THE SRUEEO & SVPRIME ARRAYS.
SUBROUTINE FSEBO

C
IMPLICIT INTEGER (Z)

OOMON/GENCHAR/NSN
COMHON/GENERAL/DEBUG, Q, COST
CHARACTER NSN*13
LOGICAL DEBUG

C
COMHON/SRUCHA/NSNSRU,SONSN,*SONSNT
COMMON/SRUBLK/SRUEBO,*SVPRIM,NSRUEBO,*ISRUSTRT
& ,SVSRU ,GLCSRTJ,RGLCSRU,NSONSNT, NSREADS
PARAMETER (ZSRUEBO-2000,ZSONSNT-300)
REAL SRUEBO(0:ZSRUEBO) ,SVPRIME(0:ZSRUEBO)
CHARACTER SONSN*13,SONSNT(ZSONSNT)*13,NSNSRU*13

C
TSRUCOST-O.

C
C
C

C**** SINCE SRUSTART BEGAN THE JOB, JUST JUMP RIGHT IN.
C**** SINCE SRUEBO(0) WAS FILLED EARLIER, SOME TESTS ARE UNNECESSARY.
C

IF (DEBUG) WRITE (*,10) NSNSRU,NSN
10 FORMAT (- IN PSEBO, NSNSRU - ",A,- NSN -,A)

200 IF(NSN.LT.NSNSRU)GO TO 2000
TSRUCOST-TSRUCOST+GLCSRU

C

C**** FILL SRUEBO ARRAY & SVPRIME ARRAY
C

IP(NSRUEBO.EQ.ZSRUEBO)GO TO 900
NLSWORTH-TSRUCOST/COST

C
C

IF(NLSWORTN. LT. NSRUEBO)THEN
C
C SMALL GLUMP. CONTINUE FILLING A PSWORTH.
C

SRUKBO (NSRUEBO )-SRUEBO (NSRUEBO ) SVSRU*GLCSRU
C
C

ELSE
C- BIG GLUMP HAS FINISHED FILLING AN LSWORTH AND STARTED
C- ON THE NEXT ONE. FIRST WRAP UP THE FULL ONE.
C

SRUEBO (NSRUEBO )-SRUEBO (NSRUEBO ) SVSRU* (NSRUKBO*COST-
&TSRUCOST+GLCSRU)

S00 SmnRIX(NSRUEBO )-SVSRU
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C
C - NOW START FILLING NEXT PSWORTH
C - IF CUTOFF HAS NOT BEEN HIT PROCEED.
C
C

IF (NSRUEBO. LT. ZSRUEBO ) THEN
C
C -- START FILLING NEW PSWORTH BY PUTTING THE REST OF
C -> THE GLUMP INTO THE NEW PSWORTH. UNLESS GLUMP IS
C SO LARGE AS TO FILL IT ENTIRELY, THEN SWEAT.
C

NSRURBO-NSRUEBO+1
IF (NLSWORTH o LT. NSRUEBO) THEN

C
C - REGULAR CASE. PUT REST OF GLUMP INTO NEW PSWORTH
C

SRUEBO (NSRUEBO)-SRUEBO (NSRUEBO-1 ) -SVSRU*
(TSRUCOST-COST*(NSRUEBO-1))

ELSE
C
C m- GLUMP IS SO LARGE AS TO FILL THIS PSWORTH
C - ENTIRELY. FILL AND LOOP BACK.
C

SRUEBO (NSRUEBO)-SRUEBO (NSRUEBO-I ) -SVSRU*COST
GO TO 800

END IF
C

C - ELSE CUTOFF HIT. TERMINATE.
C

ELSE
WRITE(*,850)NSN,SRUEBO (ZSRUEBO)

850 FORMAT(' <*><*><*><*> NSRUEBO>Z FOR ',A13,p EBO-.,F7.2)
END IF

C a
C

END IF
C
C
C
C
C**** READ NEXT RECORD AND LOOP BACK TO THE BEGINNING.
C

900 READ(3,END-1999)SONSNSVSRUGLCSRU,NSNSRU,IBUDSRU
IF (DEBUG) WRITE (*910) SONSN,SVSRU,GLCSRUNSNSRU,IBUDSRU

910 FORMAT (- IN FSEBO ',A13,IXE13.7,1XF13.2,1XA13,13)
NSREADS-NSREADS+I

GO TO 200

C
C
C

r.***** ***1*1***** 1 *****************



C
C**** END LOGIC
1999 NSNSRU- ------------

2000 IP(NSKIJKBO. GT.0)SVPRl4E(NSRTJXRO)-0.
IP(DEBUG)WRITE(*,*)' SRUXBO ARRAY ',(SRUEBO(I),I-0,NSRUEBO),
V' SYPRIME ARRAY ',(SVPRIME(I),I-ONSRUEBO)
RETURN
END
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C**** FSV, SUBROUTINE THAT FILLS THE SV ARRAY (CONVEXIFICATION)
SUBROUTINE FSV

C**** THIS SUBROUTINE READS EBO (0) THROUGH E-BO (NEO) & NSRU AND
C**** LOADS THE CONVEXIFIED OUTPUT INTO SV AND NSRUCON & GLCOST
C**** STARTING AT ISV(1)-(EBO(1)-EBO(0))/COST
C

IMLICIT INTEGER (Z)
C

COMMON /GENCHAR/NSN
COMMON/GENERAL/DEBUG, Q COST
CHARACTER NSN*13
LOGICAL DEBUG

C
COMMON/EBOBLK/EBO,NSRU,NEBO,NBASES, ITASSE,BOPIPE
& ,DPIPE,CUTOFF,LUMPD,DEBO,DREBO,DTERH,DE2BO,DQMIOVRQ
& ,DPIPOVRQ,EBOS,MAXRP,ALPHA,MEBO,INKR,NSKIPPED,NDONE
PARAMETER (ZEBO-lOOC)
DIMENSION EBO(0:ZEBO),NSRU(O:ZEBO)

C
COMMON/S VBLK/SV,GLCOST, NSRUCON ,NSV,LASTREP ,MSV
PARAMETER (ZSV-1000)
DIMENSION SV(O:ZSV),GLCOST(O:Z'SV),NSRUCON(0:ZSV)

C
C**** COMPUTE INCR SO THAT ZSV WON'T BE A CONSTRAINT

INCR-MAX( 1, 1+NEBO/ZSV)
IF(INCR. CT. 1)THEN

DEBUG-. TRUE.
WRITE(*, 25)NSN,INCR

25 FORMAT('O<*<*><*>INCR > 1 FOR ',A13,' INCR-',I4)
END IF
IEBOLAST-O

C

DO 2000 IEBO-1,NEBO,INCR
IF(EBO(IEBO).GE.EBO(IEBOLAST))GO TO 2000
IP(NSV.GE.ZSV)GO TO 3000

C -- COMPUTE VALUES FOR NEXT ENTRY
NSV-NSV+1
GLCOST (NS V)-COST*(IEBO-IEBOLAST )*INKR
SV(NSV)-(EBO(IEBOLAST)-EBO(IEBO))/GLCOST(NSV)
NSRUCON (NSV) -NSRU CIEBO)
IEBOLAST-IEBO

C
C -- CHECK FOR CONVEXITY OF LAS T ENTRY
1000 IP(SV(NSV).LT.SV(NSV-1))GO TO 2000

C -- LAST ENTRY NOT CONVEX. MERGE LAST TWO ENTRIES
C -- TO MAKE A NEW LAST ENTRY, THEN CHECK NEW MERGED
C -- ENTRY FOR CONVEXITY.

NSVTENP-NSV
NSV-NSV-1
STJM-SV(NSV) *GCOST (NSV)+SV(NS VTEKP) *GCOST (NSVTEMP)
GLCOST (NSV)-GLCOST (NSV)+GLCOST (NSVTENP)
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SV(NSV)-SUH/GLCOST (NSV)
NSRUCON (NSV)-NSRUCON (NSVTDIP)
IP (NSV. EQ. LASTRP) LASTREP-LASTREP-1

GO TO 1000

2000 CONTINUE

C
GO TO 4000

C
3000 WRITE(*,*)- <*><*>ZSV EXCEEDED ON ',NSN,'NEBO-',NEBO
4000 RETURN

END
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C HIlGSET

C
C aIGSnST IS A PROGRAM WHICH DOES THE PIREQUISITE INITIALIZATION
C FOR TER RUNNIMJ OF THE AVAILABILITY MODEL. THIS PROGRAM SAVES THE
C KIWME 3 OF THE LEVEL OF THE 1UN IN FILE LEVELKM', AND ESTABLISHES
C VARIOUS RUN PARAKMETER IN FILE IWSNATUE'.
C
C
C

INTEER NUNITS, KBASES

REAL VWONST, PIPEBUTP, PBUTA(5). SUNKCS(60)
C

CHARACTER WSNAME*13, COO4ENT*80, DATADIR*7, FNAKE*30
CHARACTER TIP*10, NSN*13, ILK*20

C
DO 121 1-1,25

WRITE(*,*)' "
121 CONTINUE

C
I W IfTE(*,2)
2 FORMAT(/, ENTER THE NAME OF THE DIRECTORY TO BE USED'

& ,/, FOR THE INPUT AND OUTPUT DATA FILES "
& ,/, OR ENTER <CR> TO USE DILECTORY "AAM. UT" )

READ(*, 101)DATADIR
101 FORMAT(A7)

IF(DATADIR.9Q.' ')THEN
DATADIR - AAM.OUT'
WRITE(*, 102)DATADIR

102 FORMAT (&,A7)

END IF
4 WRITE(*,5)
5 FORMAT(/,' ENTER THE BUDGET YEAR (TWO DIGITS) "

READ (*, 6) TUP
6 FOMAT (A4)

READ (TIP, 8, EUR-4) ITEAR
8 FORMAT(IN,15)

IF (IERU. LT. 80.01. IYTAR.GT. 99 )THEN

WRIT!(*,*)" YEAR MUST BE BETWEEN 80 AND 99. PLEASE RETMPE."
GO TO 4

mD IF
WitITrZ (*, *) " "WITE(*,*)' "

W1ITE(*,*)- IF YOU WISH TO REVISE YOUR DECISION fhTE -REDO"
WRIlTE (*,*) ELSE ENTER <Cl> TO CONTINUEWRITE(*I*"

IrD (*,6) TIFP
IF(TD. SQ. UDO'.aa.TIP.EQ. 'redo')GO TO I

C
C
C OPEN THE LEVU.UC FILES AND WRITE THE LEVEL (6 CO.) TO THD.

C
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OPEN (13,FILE-'LEVELUQ')
OPEN (14,FILE-'LEVELN.1')

LEVEL - 2
WRITE (13,7) IYEAR,LEVEL,DATADIR

7 FORMAT(213,IX,A)
LEVEL - 1
WRITE (14,7) IYEAR,LEVEL,DATADIR

C
C
C
C
C COLLECT THE PARAMETERS FOR THIS RUN AND WRITE THEM TO A FILE
C

WRITE (FNAME, 10) DATADIR,IYEAR
10 FORMAT (A,'/WSNATURE.',12)

OPEN (7,FILE-FNAME,ERR-970)
C
C
C OBTAIN THE CONSTANT FOR THE VMR.
C

11 WRITE (*,12)
12 FORMAT (/" ENTER THE VARIANCE TO MEAN RATIO.'/
& ' OR ENTER <CR> TO USE THE DEFAULT VALUE OF 1.0 ")

C
DEAD (*,13)TEMP

13 FORMAT(A1O)
tF(TEMP.EQ.'<CR>'.OR.TEMP.EQ. "")THrN

VNCONST-1 .0
WRITE(*, 113)VMCONST

113 FORMAT ('&,4. 1)
ELSE

READ(TEMP, 14,ERR-11 )VICONST
14 FORMAT(F3.1)

mED IF
IF (V1CONST ..E. 0.0 ) V1CONST - 1.0

C
C
C OBTAIN THE VALUE FOR THE PERCENTAGE OF THE PIPELINE TO BUY.
C

19 WRITE (*,20)
20 FORMAT (/P ENTER THE FRACTION OF THE PIPELINE',

a ' WHICH IS TO BE BOUGHT,'/
& ' OR TER <CR> TO USE THE DEFAULT VALUE OF 1.0, WHICH',/,
& ' BUYS THE WHOLE PIPELINE. ')

C
IRAD(*,25)TEMP

25 FORMAT(AI0)
IF(TP."Q.' .)THEN

PIFuBUYP - 1.0
WLIT (*, 26)PIPEBUTP

26 FORKAT("&",F4.1)
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ELSE
READ (TEMP, 14,ERR-30 ) PIPEBUTP

ED IF
IF(PIPEBUYP.GE.0.)GO TO 50

30 WRITE (*, 40)
40 FORMAT(- INPUT ERROR, PLEASE RETYPE.')

GO TO 19
50 WRITE(*,*)-

WRITE(*,*)' Y
WRITE(*,*)- IF YOU WISH TO REVISE YOUR DECISION ENTER "REDO"
WRITE(*,*)- ELSE ENTER <CR> TO CONTINUE
WRITE(*,*)'
READ (*, 6) TEKP
IF(TEMP.EQ.'REDO'.OR.TEMP.EQ.'redo')GO TO 11

C
DO 100 I- 1,5

PBUYA(I) - PIPEBUYP
100 CONTINUE

C
WRITE (7,*) VMCONST, PBUYA

C
C
C
C OBTAIN WEAPON SYSTEM CHARACTERISTICS
C

200 WRITE (*,300)
300 FORMAT (/' ENTER THE NAME OF THE SYSTEM - UP TO 13 CHARACTERS.')

C
READ (*,400) WSNAME

400 FORMAT (A13)
IF(WSNAME.EQ.' ')THEN

WRITE(*,*)' YOU MUST ENTER A SYSTEM NAME'
GO TO 200

END IF
C

420 WRITE (*,430) WSNAME
430 FORMAT(/' ENTER THE FLYING HOUR PROGRAM FOR SYSTEM "',A13,

'"' )
READ (*, 6) TEMP
IF(TEKP.EQ." )THEN

WRITE(*,*)' YOU MUST ENTER A NUMBER GREATER THAN 0'
GO TO 420

ELSE
READ (TEP, 8, ERR-420) IFLYHRS
FLYHRS-IFLYHRS

END IF
C

450 WRITE (*,500) WSKAME
500 FORMAT (/' ENTER THE NUMBER OF UNITS OF "',A13, ° " DEPLOYED ')

READ(*,6) TMP
IF(TE".EQ. ')TrEN

WRITE(*,*)' YOU MUST ENTER A NUMBER GREATER THAN 0'
GO TO 450
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ELSE
READ(TEMP, 8,ERR-450)NUNITS

ENDIF

550 WRITE (*,600)
600 FORKA WI ENTER THE NUMBER OF BASES '

READ (*, 6) TUZP
IF(TEMP.EQ.' ')THEN

WRITE (*, *)- YOU M4UST ENTER A NUMBER GREATER THAN 0'
GO TO 550

ELSE
READ (TEMP ,8,EUR-550 )NBASES

END IF
C

WRITE (*,700)
700 FOR$AT (/' ENTER ANY ONE LINE OF COMMENTS REGARDING THIS ,

& ' MODEL RUN, OR ENTER <CR> FOR NO COMMENT/)
READ (*,800) COMMOENT

800 FORMAT (A80)
IF (CONKENT. EQ.' ') COMKENT-' NONE'
WRITE(*,*)'
WRITE(*,*)-'
WRITE(*,*)' IF YOU WISH TO REVISE YOUR DECISION ENTER "REDO"
WRITE(*,*)' ELSE ENTER <CR> TO CONTINUE
WRITE(*,*)'

READ (*, 6) TDP
IF(TE(P.EQ.'REDO'.OR.TEM4P.EQ.'redo')GO TO 200

C**** WRITE IT TO THE FILE
WRITE (7,810) USNAME, IFLYHIRS,NUNITS,NBASES

810 FORMAT(X,A,I7,2I4)
WRITE (7,*) COMMENT

C
C
C**** UPDATE THE COMPONENT DATA FILES

CALL UPDATA (DATADIR, IYEAR, FLYRS
C
C
C**** BUILD DATADIR/COSTTOTS. YY3

WRITE (FNAME, 820)DATADIR, IYKR
820 FORMAT(A,'/COSTTOTS.',12,'3')

OPEN(9, FILE-FAME)
WRITE(9,*)SUNKCS

C

C**** BUILD DATADIR/SORTKD.YY3
WRITE(FIWIN,840)DATADIR, ITEAR

840 FORKAT(A,/SORTD.',2,'3')
OPEN (3, ILE-FRAME, FORM-'UNFORMATTED')
I.BUDCODE- 1
I.N - ----------
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ANUM-0.O0
WRITE () NSN IANTJM,ANUH, NSN,IBUDCODE

C
C
C**** BUILD DELFILE

OPUC 15. FILE-'DELFILE')
VRITK( 15, 900)DATADIR. IYKAR

900 FORMA (ru ',A,-/$l.-,12,'$2-)
111K - 'chmod 755 DELFILE'
CALL SYSTUI(WRK)

C
C
C**** BUILD SHOPLIST

OPEN C17 ,FILE-' SHOPLIST' )
WRITE(17,950)DhTADIR, IYEAR

950 FORMAT(-SHOP -,A,13)
WII - 'chmod 755 SHOPLIST'
CALL1 SYSTEM(W.K)
GOTO 999

C
C
C**** ERROR ON DIRECTORY NAME

970 WRITE(*,*)DIECTORY "',DATADIR,-" NOT FOUND. PLEASE CHECK.'
CALL1 GETPID(ID)
CALL KILL(TD,,9)

C
C

999 CONTINUE
WRITE(*,*)' INITIALIZATION DONE'
END
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C*** LUMPQ(P, THE SUBROUTIN THAT INITIALIZES THE M50 COMPUTATION
SUBROUTINE LUMPOtP (PIPE, Q,

& LUMP, E,REBO,TM ,E2O,Q IOVURQ,PIPEOVk(
C
C SRO IS COMPUTED AT A CLAIMANT (I.E. A BASE OR DEPOT). PIPE
C IS THE 9XPECTED # IN RESUPPLY AT THE CLAIMANT, AMD Q IS THE
C VARIANCE-TO-MEAN RATIO. LUMP IS THE NUMBER OF SPARES GIVING
C AN EDO IEDUICTION OF 1. LUMP - IS TAKER AS INPUT.
C WHEN THE PIPELINE IS BIG ENOUGH, LUMP IS NON-ZERO, AND WREN
C THIS HAPPENS LUMP SPARES ABE ALLOCATED SACROSANCT. EDO IS
C THE EL) WITH LUMP SPARES. DUO IS THE EDO DEDUCTION FOR THE
C (LUMP+I)'TH SPARE. TERM IS THE PROB. OF EXACTLY LUMP UNITS
C IN RESUPPLY. TO COMPUTE TERM WE USE ISTART-K.IX(ZERO OR PIPE-6
C STD DEVS.), WHICH GETS US FAR ENOUGH OUT INTO THE LEFT -TAIL'
C TO BE ZERO AS FAR AS THE COMPUTER CAN TELL.
C 1230 IS THE 1(DO SQUARED). I.E. THE SECOND MIIOMET.
C Q(IOVERQ-(Q-I)/Q. PIPEOVRQ-PIPE/Q. ISTART IS WHERE
C TERM - I0**-I0 SO THAT I.-TERM <1 IN SINGLE PREC.
C

C
C &&&&&&&&&&&6&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&

C & ** PROGRAM LOGIC & 6
C& &
C & IF (LUMP<O) SET LUMP-0 &
c& &
C & IF (POISSON) COMPUTE APPROPRIATELY &
C & ELSE (NBD) DITTO 6
C6 END IF
C& &
C & ELSE (LUMP IS GREATER THAN 0) &
c &6
c 6 IF (ISTART-0) &
C &6
C & IF (POISSON) COMPUTE APPROPRIATELY 6
C & ELSE (NBD) DITTO 6
C & END IF 6
C &6
C & ELSE (ISTART>O)

C 4 IF (POISSON) COMPUTE kPPROP. (USING DFACTLN &
C 4 ELSE (MBD) AND DLNGAJMA FUNCTIONS FOR &
C & END IF NAT LOG OF N FACTORIAL AND &
C 4 GAMMA FUNCTION RESPECTIVELY) &
C & &

C 4 ENDIF 6
CL 4
C 6 NOW ITERATE FROM ISTART TO LUMP TO &
C & COMPUTE EDO WITH LUIP SPARES. 6
CL &
CL END IF6
C &&L&6&&&&&&&&&&&L&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&L&&&&&&&L&&&L&&&&&&&&&&
C
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C
C

IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION (D)
C

LUMP-PIPE-3. *SQRT (PIPE*Q)
C

IF (LUMP. LB ) THEN
C - LUMP-0. SIMPLE PROCESSING.

LUMP -0
EDO-PIPE

IF(Q.LE. 1.0001)THEN
Q-1.
TERM-EXP(-PIPE)

ELSE
TERM-.Q**C-PIPE/(Q-l.))

END IF
REB0-1 *-TERM
E2 DOiQ*PIPE+EBO*EBO
QM1OVERQ-(Q-1. )/Q
PIPEOVRQ-PIPE/Q

C
C
C

ELSE
C - LUMP > 0. MAY GET STICKY.

ISTART - PIPE - 6*SQRT(PIPE*Q)
C
C
C m-COMPUTE P(ISTART), I.E. TERM.

IF(ISTART. LE.0)THEN
C - NOT~ TOO BAD. NO ISTART.

ISTART-0

TKRM-W P(-PIPE)
ELSE

C
C-m

ELSE
C m-ISTART >0. GETTING TOUGH.
C m --

17 (Q.Lz. 1.0001 )THEN
Q-1.
DIPI-PIPE
TIL0GiSNGL(-DPIPE+ISTART*DLOG (DPIPE)..

& DFACTLN CISTART))
ELSE

DQ-Q
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DPIPE-PIPE
DPOVRQI1-DPIPE/ (DQ-1 .DO)
IQIIOVRQ-(DQ-1.DO)fDQ
TRMLOG-SNGL ((-DPOVRQ(1 ) *DLO(DQ )+ISTART*

& ~DLOG (D~t4lIOVRQ )+DLNGAIIKA(DPOVRQN I+ISTART) -

6 DFACTLR (ISTART) -DLNGAMMA (DPOVRQH 1))
END IF

C-m --

C
TERM-EXP (TRM1IOG)

END IF
C
C
C
C -mNOW ITERATE FROM ISTART TO LUMP.

EBO-PIPE-ISTART
3110-1.*-TERM
E2BO-PIPE*Q+EO*EBO
QM1OVERQ-(Q-1. )/Q
PIPE.OVRQ-PIPE/Q

C
DO 100 I-ISTART+1,LUMP

EBO-EBO-REBO
E230-E 2B0-EBO-EBO-REBO
TERM-TERM*(QM1OVERQ*(I-1)+PIPEOVRQ)/I
REBO-REBO-TERtM

100 CONTINUE
C

END IF
C
C

RETURN
END
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C**** MARG, THE SUBROUTINE WHICH CONTROLS MARGINAL ANALYSIS
SUBROUTINE M&RG

C
IMPLICIT INTEGER(Z)

C
COHIION/GENCHAR/NSN
COMON/GENERAL/DEBUG,QSCOST
CHARACTER NSN*13
LOGICAL DEBUG

C
COMMON/EBOBL[/EBO ,NSRU ,NEBO,INBASES, ITASSEBOPIPE
& ,DPIPE,CUTOF,LUMPD,DEBODREODTERMDE2BODQM10VRQ
& ,DPIPOVRQ,EBOS ,MAXREP ,ALPHA,MEBO , IK, NSKIPPEDNDONE
PARAMETER (ZEBO-1000)
DIMENSION EBO(O:ZEBO),NSRU(0:ZEBO)

C
COMKON /SRUCHA/NSNSRU,*SONSN, SONSNT
COMMON/SRUBLK/SRUEBO ,SVPRIME, NSRUEBO,ISRUSTRT
& ,SVSRU ,GLCSRU ,RCLCSRU,NSONSNT, NSRJEADS
PARAMETER (ZSRUEBO-2000,ZSONSNT-300)
REAL SRUEBO(0:ZSRUEBO),SVPRIME(O:ZSRJEBO)
CHARACTER SONSN*13,SONSNT(ZSONSNT)*13,NSNSRU*13

C
COMMEN /StNKBLKICOMINS,CUKINS ,COMNAS, CUMMAS,*COMNEG

& ,CUMME,COMPIP,CUMP.P ,COMSRU,CUMSRU, IBUDCODE
PARAMETER (ZSUNK-10)
REAL CtIHINS(ZSUNK) ,CUMMAS(ZSUNK) ,CUMNE(ZSUN1K)
REAL CUMPIP(ZSUNK) ,CUMSRU(ZSUNK)

C
COMMON/SVBLK/SV,GLCOST, NSRUCN,NSV,LASTREPMSV
PARAMETER (ZSV-1000)
DIMENSION SV(O:ZSV),GLCOST(0:ZSV),NSRUCN(O:ZSV)

C
10 FORMAT(A)

C
C
C

C** 000000000000000000000O INITIALIZE 00000000000000000000000*

C**** SET CUTOFF
CIUOFF-MIN(MA~X(COST*0.00000003,0.0003),0.05)

C**** Q AND HSIZE) WILL BE USED IN4 SOME LATER COMPS
DVAR-Q*DPIPE
MSIZFD-DPIPE46. *SQRT (DVAR)

C
IF(DPIPE.GT.0..AND.NBASES.GT. 1)THEN

C
CALL LUMPMP(DPIPE,Q

& LUMPDDEBODRSBO,DTERM,D12BO,DQM10VRQ,DPIPOVRQ)

ELSE
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DEBO-DPIPE
LTJMPD-0
DTER-0.
DREBO-O.
DE2BO-DPIPE*DPIPE+Q*DPIPE

END IF
C
C**** IF THERE WAS AN SRUEBO HATCH, FILL SRUEBO ARRAYS.
C**** IF NOT THE NSRUEBO PARAMETERS WILL BE ZERO. TEST.
C

IF(NSRUEBO.GT.O) CALL PSEBO
C
C

p C

C** 00000000000000 PROCUREMENT ONLY PROCESSING 00000000000000 *

C**** SET CUTOFF FOR PROCUREMENT
700 CUTOFFuIN(MAX(COST*0.00000002,0.0003) ,0.05)

C
C**** COM PUT E ISRUSTRT

PTHIS-BOPIPE+SRUEBO (0)
DVAR-DE2BO-DEBO *DEBO
B IPIPE-(PTHIS+DEBO) /NBASES
B 1VAR-Q*B iPIPE
BUMPCHK-FLOAT (ITASSE-LUMPD) /FLOAT (NBAS ES)
DELTACEK- 1. /NBASES
BUMPSAVE-BIPIPE-3. *SQRT (BiVAR)

C
IP(NSRUEBO.EQ.O)G0 TO 780
DO 775 ISRUSTRT-0,NSRUEBO

IF(BUMPSAVE.LT.BUMPCHK)GO TO 790
PTHIS-BOPIPE+SRUEBO (ISRUSTRT+1)
B 1PIPE-(PTHIS+DEBO) /NBASES
B 1VAR-Q*B lPIPE
BUMP-B 1PIPE-3. *SQRT (Bi1VAR)
IF ((BUMPSAVE-BUMP) .LT. DELTACHK)GO TO 790
BUMPSAVE-BIHP

775 CONTINUE
780 ISRUSTRT-NSRUEBO

IF(DEBUG)WRITE (*, *) '->IN MARG: ISRUSTRT-NSRUEBO -,ISRUSTRT
C
C**** SRU SUNK COSTS COUNT. PAY UP.

790 IF(ISRUSTRT.GT.0)WRITE(*,*)' NSN,ISRUSTRT - ',NSNISRUSTRT
COMSRU-COST* (ISRUSTRT)
CUHSRU( IBUDCODE )-CUMSRU (IBUDCODE)+COMSRU
LUMPBl-NAX(0.,BUHPSAVE)
IF (ITASSL LT. LUHPD+WBASES*LUMPB 1) CALL ADDIT
&(LUMPD4*IBAES*LUMPB1,ITASSE,COST.COMPIP,CUHPIP(IBUDCODE))

C
C**** COMPUTE INKR SO THAT ZEBO WON'T BE A CONSTRA INT

PTHIS-BOPIPE+SRUEBO (ISRUSTRT)
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B LPIPE-PTHIS/NBASES
B IVAR-Q*B iPIPE
MSIZEBl'BIPIPE+6. *SQRT (B1VAR)
MSIZE-MSIZED+NBASES*MSIZEB 1-ITASSE
INKR-1+MSIZE/ZEBO

C IF(INKR.NE.1)WRITE(*,*)* NSN - ',NSN,' INCR ",IMN
C
C**** FILL EDO ARRAY

IF (DEBUG )WRITE (*, *) '->IN MARG CALLING FEBO ISRUSTRT-
& JISRUSTRT
CALL FEBO
IF(DEEUG)WRITE(*,*)-EBO ARRAY & CO
& ,(EBO(I),NSRU(I),I-0,NEBO)
EBOS-EBO (0)
NSRUCN(O)-NSRU(O)
NSV'.O
IF(MEBO.EQ.O)RETURN
IF (NEBO. GT.MEBO)MEBO-NEBO

C**** CONVEXIFY
CALL FSV
IF(DEBUG)WRITE(*,*)- SV ARRAY U, (SV(I),I-O,NSV)
IF(NSV. GT.MSV)MSV-NSV
RETURN
END
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C PRECFILL, THE SUBROUTINE WHICH INITIALIZES THE VARIABLES
SUBROUTINE PRECFILL CC)

C
IMPLICIT INTEGER(Z)

C
COK4ON/GENCHAR/NSN
COMMON/GENERAL/DEBUG, QC1
CHARACTER NSN*13
LOGICAL DEBUG

C
rOIQON/EBOBLK/EBO,NSRU,NEBO,NBASES,*ITASSE,BOPIPE
& ,DPIPE,CUTOFF,LUMPD,DEBO,DREBO,DTERM,DE2BO,DQM10VRQ
& ,DPIPOVRQ,EBOS ,MAXREP ,ALPHA,MEBOINKR, NSKIPPED ,NDONE
PARAMETER (ZEBO- 1000)
DIMENSION EBO(0:ZEBO),NSRU(O:ZEBO)

C DOUBLE PRECISION EBO
C

CO144N/SRUCHA/NSNSRU ,SONSN,*SONSNT
COMMON/SRUBLK/SRUEBO ,SVPRIM,NSRUEBO,*ISRUSTRT
& ,S VSRU,*GLCSRU,RGLCSRU ,NSONSNT,*NSREADS
PARAMETER (ZSRtEBO-2000,ZSONSNT-300)
REAL SRUEBO(O:ZSRUEBO),SVPRIME(0:ZSRUFBO)
CHARACTER SONSN*13,SONSNT(ZSONSNT)*13,NSNSRU*13

C DOUBLE PRECISION SVSRU,GLCSRU,RGLCSRU
C

COMKON/SUNCBLK/COMINS,CUHl4S ,COMAS,CUMNAS,COMNEG
& ,CUMWE,COMPIP,CUMPIP,COMSRU,CUMSRU, IBUDCODE
PARAMETER (ZSUNK-1O)
REAL CUMINS (ZSUNK) ,CJMNAS (ZSU1NK) ,CUMNEG (ZSUNK)
REAL CUMPIP(ZSUNK) ,CUMSRUCZSUNK) ,TSUNKC(ZSUNK)

C
COMMON/SVBLK/SV,GLCOST,NSRUCNINSV,LASTREP ,MSV
PARAMETER (ZSV-1000)
DIMENSION SV(0:ZSV) ,GLCOST(0:ZSV) ,NSRUCN(0:ZSV)

C DOUBLE PRECISION SV,GLCOST
C
C

CHARACTER C~1
C
C
C

MEBO - 0
NSREADS - 0
MSV - 0
DO 100 I-O,ZEBO

EBO(I) -0.0

NSRU(I) -0
100 CONTINUE

DO 120 I-O,ZSRJEBO
SRUEBO(I) -0.0

SVPRIHE(I) -0

120 CONTINUE
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DO 140 I-1,ZSONSNT
SONSNT(I - C

140 CONTINUE
DO 160 I-1ZSUNC

CUMINS(I) - 0.
CtUMMAS(I) - 0.
CUMNEG(I) - 0.
CUPIP(I) - 0.
CUMSRU(I - 0.
TSUNKC(I - 0.

160 CONTINUE
DO 180 I-O,ZSV

SV(I) - 0.0
GLCOST(I) - 0.0
NSRUCN(I) - 0

180 CONTINUE
C
C

RETURN
END
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C**** SAM, MAIN PROGRAM FOR SUBASSEMBLIES
C
C
C
C
C
C FILE CODES USED WITHIN THIS PROGRAM
C (WHERE n INDICATES THE LEVEL OF THE RUN.)
C FILE
C CODE FILENAME DESCRIPTION
C
C 1 RESULTS.n MAIN OUTPUT OF MODEL RESULTS
C 2 UNSORTED.n UNSORTED RECORDS
C 3 SORTED.n+1 SORTED RECORDS
C 7 NATURE CONTAINS WEAPON SYSTEM CHARACTERISTICS
C 8 COSTTOTS.n+1 COST TOTALS WRITTEN IN THE PREVIOUS
C LEVEL RUN
C 9 COSTTOTS.n COST TOTALS WRITTEN IN THIS LEVEL RUN
C 11 COMPDATA.n THE UPDATED COMPONENT DATA FILE
C 13 LEVELNM CONTAINS THE LEVEL NUMBER FOR THE RUN
C
C
C
C
C
C
C

IMPLICIT INTEGER(Z)
C

COMMON/GENCHAR/NSN
COMMON/GENERAL/DEBUG, Q,COST
CHARACTER NSN*13
LOGICAL DEBUG

C

COHMON/EBOBLK/EBONSRUNEBONBASES, ITASSEBOPIPE
& ,DPIPECUTOFFLUMPDDEBO,DREBODTERMDE2BODQM1OVRQ
& ,DPIPOVRQ ,EBOS ,MAXREP ,ALPHA,MEBO, INKR, NSKIPPED,NDONE
PARAMETER (ZEBO-1000)
DIMENSION EBO(O:ZEBO),NSRU(O:ZEBO)

C
COMMON/SRUCHA/NSNSRU,SONSN , SONSNT
COMMON/SRUBLK/SRUEBO, SVPRIME, NSRUEBOISRUSTRT

& , SVSRU, GLCSRU,RGLCSRU ,NSONSNT,NSREADS
PARAMETER (ZSRUEBO-2000,ZSONSNT-300)
REAL SRUEBO(O:ZSRUEBO),SVPRIME(O:ZSRUEBO)
CHARACTER SONSN*13,SONSNT(ZSONSNT)*13,NSNSRU*13

C
COMMN/SUNKBLK/COMINS, CUMINS ,COMNAS , CUMMAS, COMNEG, CUMNEG
& COMPIP,CUMPIPCOMSRU, CUMSRU, IBUDCODE
PARAMETER (ZSUNK-10)
REAL CUMINS (ZSUNK) ,CUHNAS (ZSUNK) ,CUMNEG(ZSUNK)
REAL CUMPP(ZSUNK),CUMSRU(ZSUNK) ,TSUNKC (ZSUNK)
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C
CXDHN/SVL[/SV,GLC0ST. NSRUCN ,NSV, LASTREP ,MSV
PARAMETER (ZSV-1000)
DIMESION SV(0:ZSV),GLCOST(O:ZSV),NSRUCG(O:ZSV)

C
C

CHARACTER VSNAME* 13, DATADIR' 7
CHARACTER NHASN' 13, ISNIII' 13, F!4E'30

INTEGER NUN ITS, NIASES
RAL PBUTA(5)

C
C
C

C** 0000000000 INITIALIZE AND OPEN FILES 000000000000000

C
DEBUI-. FALSE.
CALL PRECFILL ('O)
NSNSRU-'
SV(0)-999.
SVPINK(0)-999.
NUO-Z EBO

C
C**** OPEN LEVELJM FILE AND &EAD IN THE YEAR, LEVEL &DIRECTORY.

OPEN (13,FILE-'LEVELNM')
READ (13,') IYEAR,LEVELM,DATADIR
IF (DEBUG) W1ITh(*,*' IY,LVL,DATA--,IYEAR,LEVELNM,' -,DATADIR

C
C**** OPEN FILE 7, THE NATURE FILE, WHICH CONTAINS THE CHARACTERISTICS
C**** OF THE WEAPON SYSTEM WHICH HAVE BEEN INPUT BY THE USER.

WRITE (FNAME,5) DATADIR,IYEAR
5 FORMAT (A,'/WSNArUR.E,12)

OPEN (7,FILE-FNAME)

C
C**** OPEN FILE 1, THE MAIN FILE FOR MOIDEL RESULTS

WRIT! (FlUME, 10) DATADIR, IYEAA,LEFVELNM
710 FORMAT (A,'/RESULTS.,12,I1)

OPEN (1,FIL-NAKK,FORM-'UNORKATTED')I C
C*'** OPEN FILE 2, TE UNSORTED RECORDS FILE

WRIT! (FNAI(I,20) DATADIR, IYEAR,LELN
20 FORMAT (A,-/UNSORTD.,I2,Il)

01E (2,FILE-FAME,FOM-UMFRMATTKD')
C
CO*** OPEN FILE 3. THE SORTED 3.ECOEDS FILE (n10K PREVIOUS RUN)

LP1 - LEVlLKMD + 1
WRITE (FNWIE,30) DATADIR,rYEAR,LP1

30 FORMAT (A,-/SORTD.',I2,I1)
OPN (3,FILXmFNAME,FORMK-UUFRMATTD)

C
C*** OPEN FILE 8, THE COST TOTALS FROM TER PREVIOUS LEVELS RUN
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WiRITE (FNANE, 40) DATADIR,IYEAR,LPI.
40 FORMAT (A,'/COSTTOTS.',I2,I1)

OPEN (8,FILE-FNAME)
C
C**** OPEN FILE 9, THE COST TOTALS FILE TO BE WRITTEN IN THIS RUN

WRITE (FRAME, 40) DATADIR, ITEAR, LEVELNM
OPEN (9,FIL-FNAME)

C
C**** OPEN FILE 11, THE COMPONENT DATA FILE

WRITE (FNAME, 50) DATADIR, IYEhR, LEVELNM
50 FORMAT (A,'/COMPDATA.',12,I1)

OPEN (11,FILE-FNAME,FORN-'UNPORMATTED')
C
C**** READ PARAMETERS

READ(7, *)Q,PBUYA
PBUY-PBUYA (LB VELNM)
IF (DEBUG) WRITE(*,*)- Q,PBUT ',Q,PBUY

C**** READ WEAPON SYSTEM NAME, FLYHOURS, f OF AIRCU.AFTS, IOF BASES
READ(7,55)WSNAME, IFLYHRS,NUNITS,NBASES

55 FORIAT(X,A,17,214)
WRITE(*,60)LEVLM,WSNAME, IFLYHRS,NBASES

60 FORMAT(- ANALYZING LEVEL', 12, - COMPONENTS INSTALLED ON ',A13
& ,/,'FOR ',IS,' FLYING HOUR PROGRAM AND'
& .1,'USED AT ONE DEPOT AND',12,' BASE(S)')

C
C** REAl COST TOTALS FROM LEVEL BELOW.

READ (8, *) TSUNKC ,CUMINS ,CIJMNAS ,CUMNEG,CUMPIP ,CUMSRU
C
C
C
C

C** 000000 BEGIN NEW COMPONENT - INITIALIZE VARIABLES 0000000 *

100 CGfINS-O.
COMPAS -0
COMMEG-0.
COMPIPO0.
COMSRU-0.

C
C
C** READ COMPONENT DATA - PIPELINES ETC

READ(11,END99)NSNIN,COST,BRPIPE,OSPIPE,DRPIPE,CONPIPE
&, ITASSE,NHANSN ,nGLEV, IBUDCODE
N -iNsim1
IF(MDD(NIN, 1000) .KQ.0)IiRITE(*, 150)NIN

150 FORKAT(' NO. OF NSNS PROCESSED-',16)
IF(GOST.LE.O.)GO TO 100
NSM-NSNIN
IF(IPIPI4.OSPIPZ.LT.0.)WRITR(*,*)' B+0<0. FOR NSN ',NSNIN
IF(DRPIPX.LT.O.)WRITE(*,*)' DRPIPE<0. FOR NSX ',NSN
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C
C
C

C** 00000000 COMPUTE SUNK $ &TEST FOR MARC 0000000000000 *

C
NPROCESS-NPROCESS+l

C
C**** COMPUTE ADDITIVES AND ADJUST ITASSE

BOPIPE-B&PIPE+OSPIPE
DPIPE-DRPIPE+CONPIPE
ROTA-DPIPE+BOPIPE
IF(DEBtE)WRITE(*,*)' ITASSE,BOPIPEDPIPE -',ITASSE,BOPIPE,-

& ,DPIPE
IF(ITASSE.LT.0)CALLT ADDIT(0,ITASSE,COST,CONAS,CUMNAS(IBUDCODE))
IF(NEGLEV.GT.ITASSE) CALL ADDIT(NEGLEV,ITASSEICOST,CONNEG,

& CUKNEG(IBUDCODE))
IPIPE-PBUY*ROTA
IF(ITASSE.LT. IPIPE) CALL ADDIT(IPIPE, ITASSE,COST,COMPIP,
&CUMPIP(IBIJDCODE))

C
C** ELSE TEST FOR MARC, FIRST START FILLING SRUEBO ARRAYS AND CO.
C

CALL SRU START
C
C** IF ITASSE NOT > PIPE +5*SQRT(PIPE) MARG NECC.

DVAR-Q*DPIPE
MSIZED-DPIPE+5. *SQRT (DVAR)
PTHIS-BOPIPE+SRJEBO(0)
B IPIPE-PTEIS /NBASES
B 1VAR-Q*B IPIPE

C
KSIZEBL-BlPIPE+5. *SQRT (BiVAR)
ITSES-SII BSS*A(,MSIZEB 1)
IF(DEBtE)WRITE(*, *)- ITASSE, ITASTEST -', ITASSE,' ', ITASTEST
IF(ITASSE.LE.ITASTEST)GO TO 800

C
C
C
C

C** 000000000000OUTPUT FOR NO MARG BUYS 0000000C00000

700 SUNKC-CCHINS4COMASCOOIBG4CCIPIP+COMSU
I.F(SUNKC.GT. 10000000. )TREN

DEBUG-.*TRUE.
VI1ITK(*,*)' <*><*><*><*> SUNKC-',STKC

END 11'
IF(DKnuG)wRIT(*,*)' suNKC-' ,suNxC

C** IF HO $ SPN DON'T BOTHER TO WRITE*
I7(SUKC.L.0.)GO TO L00
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C
SVPSTART-SVPRIME (NSRUCN (0))
WRITK(I1)NSN,COST, ITASSE,CONINS,COMSRUCMNAS,COHNEG,
&COMPIP ,EBOSSVPSTARTNSONSNT,NHANSN,0, IBUDCODE

710 FOM~KT(A13,11,P10.2,12,18,3(lX,El3.6)/4(El3.6,1X) ,14,lX,
& A13/I5,1X,13)

C
IF (NSONSNT.GT. 0)THEN

WRITh(1) (SONSNT(I),I-1,NSONSNT)
720 FORMAT(4(lXA13))

IWlT-IWIT+l
END IF
TSUNKC (IBUDCODE )-TSUNKC (IBUDCODE )+SUNKC
IWL-IW1+I
tWiT-1W IT+1
GO TO 100

C
C
C
C

C** 00000000000000 MARGINAL ANALYSIS PROCESSING 0000000000000 *

C** COMPUTE MISCELLANEOUS QUANTITIES FOR MA.
800 NEEDMA-NEEDMA+l

C**** CALL MARGINAL ANALYSIS SUBROUTINE
C**** THE MARGINAL ANALYSIS SUBROUTINE WILL IN TURN CALL
C**** OTHER SUBROUTINES AND WHEN FINISHED WILL RETURN THE
C**** CONVEXIFiED ARRAYS READY FOR WRITING TO FILE I AND FILE 2.

IF(DEBUG)WRITE(*,*)' CALLING MARG FROM SAM'
CALL MARG

C**** IF MARG MADE NO MARGINAL BUYS GO TO NO MARC BUYS OUTPUT.
IP(NSV.LE.0)GO TO 700

C
C
C
C

C** 000000000000000 OUTPUT WITH MARGINAL BUYS 000000000000000 *

SUNKC-COK4INS+COMNEGCOQIASCOMPP+COMSRU
IF (SUNIC. r. 10000000. )THEN

DEBUG-.*TRUE.
WRITE(*,*)- <*><*><*><*> SUNKC-',SUNKC

END IF
IF(DEEUlG)WRITE(*,*)' SUNKC-',SUNC
S VPSTART-S VPRIME (NSRUCN (0))
WRITK( 1)NSN,COST, ITASSECMINSCOMSRU,COMAS,COMIEG,
&COPF,EOS ,SVPSTARTNSONSNT,NEANSN,NSV,IBUDCODE

C
DUM1 999.
WRITE (2) NSN,DUM1,IBOS,NHANSN,BUDCODE
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Iu1-IW1+l
IW1T-IWlT+NSV+I
IW2T-IW2T+NSV+1
TF (NSONSNT. or. )THEN

WRITE(l) (SONSNT(I),I-1,NSONSNT)
IVIT-IWIT+l

END IF
TSUNKC (IBUDCODE )-TSUNKC (13UDCODE )+SUNKC

C
C**** WRITE MARGINAL GLUMPS,

TDOL-COMSRU
DO 950 IelNSV

TDOL- TDO L+GLCOST (I)
NBOUGRT-O. 5+TDOL/COST
NLRUS-NBOUGHT-NSRUCI (I)
SVP-SVPRIME (NSRUCN (I))
WRITE(l)SV(I),GLCOST(I) ,NLRUSSVP

930 FORMAT(2E14.7,I8,IX,E14.7)
WRITE(2)NSN,SV(I) ,GLCOST(I) ,NHANSN, IEUDCODE

950 CONTINUE
GO TO 100

C
C
C

C** OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO WRAP UP 0000000000O0000000000000*

C
C WRITE A REC TO INSURE AGAINST EMPTY FILES.
C

999 CLOSE(11 ,STATUS--DELETE')
NSN m -------------------
ANU~MO 0
WRITE(2 NSN.ANUHANUH,NSN, IBUDCODE
IW2T-IW2T+l

C
IF (DEBUG) THEN

WRITE (*, 1000)NIN,NEEDMA
1000 FORMAT(' # OF COMPONENTS PROCESSED',15,' # WITH A REQ-',16)

WRITE(*, 1029)IWI,IW1T
1029 FORMAT(' NSN"S TO RESULTS PILE',15

& , RESULTS FILE RECORDS',112)
WRITE (*, 1030) IW2T, ITEAR, LEVELNM

1030 FORMAT(16,' RECORDS WRITTEN TO UNSORTEl.-,12,I1)
WIITE(*, 1031 )NPROCESSNSREADS

1031 FORKAT(' NPROCESS-',15,' NSREADS-D,1.8)
WRITE (*, *)' NER,NSV-' ,NJo,N.SV

WRITE (9, *) TSUNKC,*CUMINS, CUMAS, CUIG ,CUMPIP ,CUMSRU
WRITE (*, 1050)NIN, lvi

1050 1ORKAT(' NO. OF COMPONENTS PROCESSED-'1 14/
& ' NO. WITH POTENTIAL EXPENDITURES,I4)
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C
WRITE(,*)- &NA&LYSIS COMPLETED'
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C**** SHOPI, SHOPPING LIST PROGRAM FOR LEVEL 1 COMPONENTS
C**** SHOP GENERATES SHOPPING LIST FROM RESULTS FILE
C

IMPLICIT INTZGER(Z)
PARAMETER (ZSONSNT-300)
CHARACTER NSN*13,NHANSN*13,SONSNT(ZSONSNT)*13,FNAME*30
CHARACTER DATADIR*7 ,WSNAME* 13
LOGICAL DEBUG
REAL MINSVPBUYA(5)

C

DEBUG-.*FALSE.
IF(DKBUG)WRITE(***)' OPEN LEVKLM

C
C**** BRAD DIRECTORY NAME & YEAR FROM LEVELNM FILE

OPEN (13,FILE-LEVELNM-)
READ (13,*) IYEAR,LEVELNM,DATADIR

C
WRITE (FNAME,6) DATADIR,IYEAR

6 FORMAT (A, '/WSMATURE. ',12)
OPEN (11,FILE-FNAME)
READ (11,*) VMCONST, PBUYA
READ (11,8) WSNAME, IFLYHRS,NUNITS,NBASES

8 FORMAT(2X,A,I7,2I4)
C

IF(DEBUG)WRITE(*,*)' OPEN RESULTS-
C**** OPEN FILE 1, THE RESULTS FILE FOR MODEL RESULTS

WRITE (FNAME, 10) DATADIR, IYEAR,LEVELNM
10 FORMAT (A,-/RESULTS.,12,Il)

OPEN (1 ,FILE-FNAME, FORM-'UNFORMATTED )
C
C

IF(DEBUG)WRITE(*,*)' OPEN USVPRIME
C**** OPEN FILE 2, THE SVPRIME FILE TO BE WRITTEN
C TO THE NEXT LEVEL

WRITE (FNAME, 20) DATADIR, IYEAR,LEVELNM
20 FORMAT (A,'/USVPRIME.',I2,I1)

OPEN (2,FILE-FNANE)
C
C

I.F(DEBUG)WRITE(*,*)- OPEN DECISION-
C**** OPEN FILE 3, UNLIKE THE SRI) SHOP PROGRAM,
C THIS WILL JUST CONTAIN 1I1

WRITE (FRAME, 22 )DATADIR, IYEM
22 FORMAT(A, '/DECISION. ',12)

OPEN (3,FILE-FNAME)
DO 19 1-1,2

READ(3,*) FRAME
19 CONTINUE

RE3 (3, *) AVAILOUT ,COSTOUT, SVCUTOFF
I1F(DEBUG)WRITE(*, *) AVAILOUT,COSTOUT,SVCUTOFF-

& ,~AVAILOUT ,COSTOUT, SVCUTOFF
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C
C

IJ(DEBUG)WRITE(*,*)- OPEN SHOPLIST-

C**** OPEN FILE 7, THE OUTPUT SHOPPING LIST
WRITE (FNAME, 25) DATADIR, IYEAR,LEVELNN

25 FORMAT (A,-/SHOPLIST.-,I2,11)
OPEN (7,FILE-FNAMEFORM-'UNFORMATTED')

C
C
C**** DON'T OPEN TCOST FILE FROM THE PREVIOUS LEVELS RUN,

TCOST-0
C
C

IF(DEBUG)WRITE(*,*)' OPEN TCOST
C**** OPEN TCOST FILE TO BE WRITTEN IN THIS RUN

WRITE (FNAME,40) DATADIR, IYEAR,LEVELNM
40 FORMAT (A,-/TCOST.',12,Il)

OPEN (9,FILE-FNAME,FORM-'UNFORMATTED')
C
C

C**** BEGIN NEW COMPONENT, READ RECORD FROM RESULTS FILE "'

C
IF(DEBtR)WRITE(*,*)' READ FILE 1

50 READ(1,END-999)NSN,COSTITASSE,COMINS,COMSRU,COMNAS,
& COMNEG,COMPIP,EBOS,SVPSTART, NSONSNT,NHANSN,NSV, IBUDCODE

60 FORMAT(A3,X,F.2,X,8,3(X,E13.6)/4(EI3.6,1X),14,1X,
& A13/I5,1Z,I3)

NREAD-NREAD+1
C

IF(DEBUG)WRITE(*,*)' TAPE 1 HEADER '

& NSNCOST, ITASSE,COMINS ,COMSRUJ,COMNAS ,COMNOEG,
& COKPIP,EBOS,RVPSTART,NSONSNT,NHANSN,NSV,IBUDCODE

C
IF(NSONSNT.GT. O)THEN

READ(1) (SONSNT(I) ,I-1,NSONSNT)
70 FORMAT(4(lX,A13))

IJ(DEBIG)WRITE(*,*)' SONSNT ',(SONSNT(I),I-1,NSONSNT)
END IF
SUNKC-OMDIS4GOMMAS400MEG4COMPIP
IPROC-SUNKC /COST9. 5
IF(DEntG)WRITE(*, *)' NPROC, ITASSE-' ,NPROC, ITASSE
KINSV-1000.
SVPBAIIT-SVPSTART

C
C
C**** NOTHING TO READ, THE CUTOFF IS THE SAME FOR ALL COMPONENTS

KINS V-S VC1JTOFF
C
C**** PROCESS COMPONENT, BUYING DOWN THE MARGINAL RECORDS
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C**** UNTIL MINSV IS HIT
110 LRUSBAWT-O

IF(NSV.LE.0)GO TO 150
DO 120 I-1,NSV

READ (1)SV,GLCOST,NLRUS,SVP
IP(DEBUG)WRITE(*v*)' REC IS ',SV,GLCOSTNLRUS,SVP
IF(SV.LT.MINSV)QO TO 130
SVPBAWT-SVP
LRUSBAWT-NLRUS

120 CONTINUE
GO TO 150

C
130 IP(I.EQ.NSV)GO TO 150

DO 140 J-1+INSV
REA (1)SV

140 CONTINUE
C
C**** COMPUTE FINAL VALUES AND WRITE

150 IP(NSONSNT.GT.0)THEN
DO 155 I-1,NSONSNT

WRITE(2. 152)SONSNT (I) ,SVPBAWT
152 FORMAT(A13,E14.7)
155 CONTINUE

END IF
ITARGET-ITASSE+LRUSBAWT
NLRUSPRO-NPROC+LRUSBAWT
IF(NLRUSPRO.EQ.0)GO TO 50-
IF(DEBUG)WRITE (*, *)' ITARGET,NLRUSPRO-',ITARGET,NLRUSPRO
TCOST-TCOST+COST*NLRUSPRO
NWRITES-NWRITESI1
WRITE(7)NSN,COST, ITARGET,NLRUSPROLEVELNM, IBUDCODE
IF(DEBUG)
&WRITE(*, 160)NSN,COST, ITARGET,NLRUSPRO,LEVELNM, IBUDCODE

160 FORMAT(1X,A13,F1O.2,4I7)
GO TO 50

C
C

C********** WRAP UP. WRITE TOTALS TO COST FILE *****

999 WRITE(9)TCOST
IF (DEBUG) WRITE(*,*)- NWRITES-',NWRITES,' NREAD -NREAD

C
WRITE (*, *)- TOTAL EXPENDITURES FOR LEVEL 1 -',TCOST
WRITE( 2, 152) ----------------------- 0.
WRITE(*,*)'
END
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C**** SHOP2, SHOPPING LIST PROGRAM FOR LEVEL 2 COMPONENTS
C**** SHOP GENERATES SHOPPING LIST FROM RESULTS FILE
C

IMPLICIT INTEGER(Z)
PARAMETER (ZSONSNT-300)
CHARACTER NSN*13,NSNIN*13,NHANSN*13,SONSNT(ZSONSNT)*13
CHARACTER FNAME*30,DATADIR*7 ,WSNAME*13
LOGICAL DEBUG
REAL MINSV,PBUYA(5)
NSNIN-'
DEBUG -. FALSE.

C
C
C**** READ DIRECTORY NAME & YEAR FROM LEVELNM FILE

OPEN (13,FILE-"LEVELNM)
READ (13,*) IYEAR,LEVELNM,DATADIR

C
WRITE (FNAME,6) DATADIR,IYEAR

6 FORMAT (A,'/WSNATURE.',12)
OPEN (11 ,FILE-FNAME)
READ (11,*) VMCONST, PBUYA
READ (11,8) WSNAME,IFLYHRS,NUNITS,NBASES

8 FORMAT(2X,A,17,214)
C
C
C**** OPEN FILE 1, THE RERULTS FILE FOR MODEL RESULTS

WRITE (FNAHE, 10) DATADIR, IYEAR,LEVELNM
10 FORMAT (A,-/RESULTS.',12,Il)

OPEN (1, FILE-FNAME, FORM-' UNFORMATTED'")
C
C
C**** OPEN FILE 2, THE SVPRIME FILE TO BE WRITTEN TO THE NEXT LEVEL

WRITE (FNAME, 20) DATADIR, IYEAR, LEVELNM
20 FORMAT (A,'/USVPRIME.',I2,I1)

OPEN (2,FILE-FNAME)
C
c
C**** OPEN FILE 3, THE SORTED SVPRIME FILE (FROM PREVIOUS RUN)

LMI - LEVELNM - 1
WRITE (FNAME,30) DATADIR,IYEAR,LM1

30 FORMAT (A,'/SSVPRIME.',I2,I1)
OPEN (3,FILE-FNAME)

C
C
C**** OPEN FILE 7, THE OUTPUT SHOPPING LIST

WRITE (FNAME,35) DATADIR, IYEAR,LEVELNM
35 FORMAT (A,'/SHOPLIST.',12,I1)

OPEN (7,FILE-FNAME,FORM-'UNFORMATTED')
C
C
Ca* ** OPEN TCOST FILE FROM THE PREVIOUS LEVELS RUN AND READ

WRITE (FNAME,40) DATADIR,IYEAR,L41
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40 FORMAT (A,'/TCOST.',I2,I1)
OPEN (8, FILE-FRAME, FORM-'UNFORMATTED')
READ(8)TCOST
IF(DE.BUG)WRITE(*,*)' TCOST IN -'TCOST

C
C
C**** OPEN TCOST FILE TO BE WRITTEN IN THIS RUN

WRITE (FRAME, 40) DATADIR, IYEAR, LEVELNM
OPEN (9, FILE-FRAME, FORM-'UNFORMATTED')

C
C
C

C** BEGIN NEW COMPONENT, READ COMPONENT RECORD FROM RESULTS FILE *

C
50 READ(1,END-999)NSNCOST, ITASSE,COMINS,COMSRU,COMRAS,COHNEG,
& COKPIP,EBOS,SVPSTART,NSONSNT,NHANSN,NSV, IBUDCODE

60 FORKAT(AI3,IX,F1O.2,LX,I8,3(lX,E13.6)/4(E13.6,IX),14,1X,A13/
& 15, lX,I3)

NREAD-NREAD+1
C

IP(DEBUG)WRITE(*,*)- TAPE 1 HEADER '

& NSN,COST,ITASSE,COMINS,COMSRU,COMNAS,COMNEG,
& COMPIP ,EBOS ,SVPSTART,NSONSNT,NHANSN,NSV,IBUDCODE

C
IF (NSONSNT. GT. O)THEN

READ(1) (SONSNT(I) ,I-1,NSONSNT)
70 FORMAT(4(lX,A13))

IF(DEBUG)WRITE(*,*)' SONSNT ',(SONSNT(I),I-1,NSONSNT)
END IF
SUNKCmCOMINS+COMN&SrOMNEG4COMPIP
NPROC-SUNKC /COST+. 5
IF (DEBUG) WRIT(*,*)- NPROC,ITASSE-' ,NPROC, ITASSE
MINSV-1000.
SVPBAWT-SVPSTART

C
C
C**** READ SYPRIM E FILE FROM LEVEL ABOVE FOR NSN MATCH.

100 IF(NSNni.GT.NSN)GO TO 110
IF (NSNI:N.EQ.NSN)THEN

C -NSN'S MATCH. TEST MINSV AND RESET IF NECC.
IF (SVBAWT. LT .MINSV)MINSV-SVBAWT

END IF
READ(3, 102,END-105)NSNIN,SVBAWT

102 FORMAT(A,E14.7)
IF(DEBUG)WRITR(*,*)' SVBAWT READ -,NSNIN,SVBAWT
GO TO 100

C
105 NSNTN-'99999'

C
C**** PROCESS COMPONENT, BUYING DOWN THE MARGINAL RECORDS
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C**** UNTIL MINSV IS HIT
110 LRUSBAWT-0

IP(NSV.LE.0)GO TO 150
DO 120 I-1,NSV

READ(I)SV,GLCOST,NLRUS,SVP
IF(DEBUG)WRITE(*,*)' REC IS ',SV,GLBOST,NLRUS,SVP
IP(SV.LT.MINSV)GO TO 130
SVPBAWT-SVP
LRUSBAWT-NLRUS

120 CONTINUE
GO TO 150

C
130 IF(I.EQ.NSV)GO TO 150

DO 140 J-1+I,NSV
READ(l)SV

140 CONTINUE
C
C
C**** COMPUTE FINAL VALUES AND WRITE

150 IF(NSONSNT.GT.O)THEN
DO 155 I'm1,NSONSNT

WRITE (2, 102)SONSNT(I) ,SVPBAWT
155 CONTINUE

END IF
ITARGET-ITASSE+LRUSBAWT
NLRUSPRO-NPROC+LRUSBAWT
IP(NLRtJSPRO.EQ.0)GO To 50
IP(DEBUG)WRITE (*, *)' ITARGET,NLRUSPRO-' ,ITARGET,NLRUSPRO
TCOST-TCOST+COST*NLRUSPRO
NWRITES-NWRITES+1
IP(DEBUG)

&WRITE(*, 16O)NSN,COST,ITARGET,NLRUSPRO,LEVELNM,IBUDCODE
160 FORHAT(1X,A13,F1O.2,4I7)

WRITE(7)NSN,COST, ITARGETNLRUSPRO,LEVELNM, IBUDCODE
GO TO 50

C
C

C********** WRAP UP. WRITE TOTALS TO COST FILE

999 WRITE(9)TCOST
IF (DEBUG) WRITE(*,*)' NWRITES-',NWRITES,' NREAD -'NREAD
WRITE (*, *)' TOTAL EXPENDITURE FOR ALL COMPONENTS -',TCOST
WRITE(2,102) ------------- 'o.
WRITE(*,*)'
END
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C-*** SHOPB, SHOPPING LIST PROGRAM FOR ALL COMPONENTS
C*+** SHOP GENERATES SHOPPING LISTS BY BUDGET CODE AND
C**-* TOTAL PURCHASES
C

IMPLICIT INTEGER( z)
C

CHARACTER NSN*13,FNAME*30,TEST*6
CHARACTER DATADIR*7, COMMENT*80, WSNAME*1 3
PARAMETER (ZSUNK=10)
REAL PBUYA(5) ,STCOST(ZSUNK)
LOGICAL DEBUG

C
C

DEBUG=.FALSE.
IF(DEBUG)WRITE(*,*)' OPEN LEVELNM

C
C*N READ DIRECTORY NAME & YEAR FROM LEVELNM FILE

OPEN (3,FILE='LEVELNM')
REA (3,*) IYEAR,LEVELNM,DATADIR

C
WRITE (FNAME,6) DATADIRIYEAR

6 FORMAT (A,'-/WSNATURE.',I12)
OPEN (4, FILE=FNAME)
READ (4,*) VMCONST, PBUYA
READ (4,8) WSNAME, IFLYHRS, NUNITS, NBASES, COMMENT

8 FORMT(2X,A,17,21I4,//A)
TEST = COMMENT

C
C
C*W-* OPEN FILES 1 AND 2, THE SHOPLIST FILES FOR BOTH LEVELS

DO 100 I=1,2
IF(DEBUG)WRITE(*,*)' OPEN SHOPLIST. ',IYEAR,I
WRITE (FNAME,1O) DATA.DIR,IYEARI

10 FORMAT (A,'/SHOPLITST.',12,II)
OPEN (i,FILE=FNAME, FORM=' UNFORMATTED')

100 CONTINUE
C
C
C-** OPEN FILES 7 TO 16, THE Ot~rPUT SHOPPING LIST PER IBUDCODE

DO 200 I=7, 16
IF(DEBUG)wRITE,(*,*)' OPEN SHOPBCIJ-6
WRITE (FNAME,25) DATADIR,I-6,IYEAR

25 FORMAT (A,'/SHOPBC',I2.2,'.',I2)
OPEN (I, FILE=FNAME)
IF(TEST.EQ.' NONE')COKMENT='
WRITE (I,37)wsNAM'E, IYEAR,COMMENT,I-6

37 FORMAT(' FOR THE -',A13,'" SYSTEM, FOR THE YEAR 19',12,
&I' ',/,A80,/,

&t BUDGET CODE 19129/9
&f NUMBER',!,

&I COMPONENT NAME COST TARGET BOUGHT LEVEL')
200 CONTINUE
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C
C
C**** OPEN FILE 18, THE OUTPUT SHOPPING LIST FOR ALL COMPONENTS

IF(DEBUG)kRITE(*, *)I OPEN SHOPLIST. ',IYEAR
WRITE (FNAME,26) DLTADIR,IYEAR

26 FORMAT (A, '/SHOPLIST. ',12)
OPEN (18,FILE=FNAME)
EF(TEST.EQ.' NONE')COMMENT='
WRITE (18, 38)WSNAME, IYEAR, COMMENT

38 FORMAT(' FOR THE "',A13,' SYSTEM, FOR THE YEAR 191,12,
&' ',/,A80,/,

NUMBER BUDGET',/,
&'COMPONENT NAME COST TARGET BOUGHT LEVEL CODE')

C

C READ COMPONENT RECORDS FROM SHOP FILES AND
C WRITE THEM TO THE BUDGET FILES

DO 300 I=1,2
50 READ( I,END=260)NSN,COST, ITARGET ,NLRUSPRO, LEVELNM, IBUDCODE

WRITE(IBUDCODE+6, 160)NSN,COST, ITARGET ,NLRUSPRO, LEVELNM
WRITEC 18, 160)NSN,COST, ITARGET,NLRUSPRO,LEVELNM, IBUDCODE

160 FORMAT(IX,A13,5X,FIO.2,4I7)
STCOST(CIBUDCODE )=STCOST (IBUDCODE) +COST*NLRUSPRO
GOTO 50

260 CLOSE(I,STATUS='DELETE')
300 CONTINUE

WRITE SUBTOTAL COST FOR BUDGET CODE
DO 350 I=1,ZSUNK

WRITE(I+6,340)I,STCOST(I)
340 FORMAT(//,' SUBTOTAL COST FOR BUDGET CODE 1,12,' =',F12.2)
350 CONTINUE

CO- OPEN FILE 19, THE TOTAL COST FOR LEVEL "I" COMPONENTS
DO 400 I=1,2

IF(DEBUG)WRITEC*,*)' OPEN TCOST.1,IYEAR,I
W(RITE(FNAME, 420)DATADIR, ITEAR, I

420 FORMAT(A, '/TCOST. ',12,I1)
OPEN( 19,FILE=FNAME,FORM='JNFORMATTED')
RJEAD( 19)TCOST
VRITE(18,*)'
IF (I.EQ.1)THEN

WRITE(18,*)'I
WRITEC 18, 430)TCOST

430 FORMAT(1X,'TYTAL EXPENDITURES FOR LEVEL 1 = ,F12.2)
ELSE

WRITE( 18,435 )TCOST
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435 FORMAT(IX, 'TOTAL EXPENDITURES FOR',
& ' ALL COMPONENTS ',F12.2)

END IF
CLOSE( 19,STATUSz'DEL.ETE')

400 CONTINUE
C

wRITE(*,*)' SHOPPING DONE'
END
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C**** SPLITSRT, SORT ROUTINE FOR SORTING SAM OUTPUT
CHARACTER SONSN(2)*13,NSNSRU(2)*13,NsNHOLDN13
CHARACTER FNAME*30,WRK*50, DATADIR*7
REAL GLCSRU(2),SVSRU(2)
INTEGER IBUDSRU(2)

C
C*-" OPEN THE LEVELNM FILE AND READ IN THE YEAR, LEVEL & DIRECTORY.

OPEN(13,FILE='LEVELNM')
RELD( 13,*) ITEAR, LEVELNM,DATADIR

C
C
C4-*H*IN::NN NN:

C** BEGIN BY SPLITTING UNSORTED.YYL INTO FILES TO BE MERGED *

CI

C
C*** OPEN FILE 2, THE FILE TO BE SORTED (UNSORTED.YYL)

W'RITE(FNAM4E, 20)DATA.DIR,IYEAR, LEVELNM
20 FORM.AT(A, '/INSORTED. ',I2,I1)

OPEN( 2, FILE=FNAME,FORM=' UNFORM4ATTED')
C
C4+* READ FIRST RECORD AND START FIRST OUTPUT FILE.
C** JOUT IS THE "fWAVE" OF PAIRWISE MERGS. THIS IS WAVE 0.
C*+'* IOUT IS THE FILE INDEX WITHIN A WAVE.

READ(2)SONSN(2) ,SVSRU(2) ,GLCSRU(2),NSNHOLD, IBUDSRU(2)
Jour =
IOUT-I
wRITE(FNAKE, 50)DATADIR,JOUT,I101f

50 FORMAT(A, '/SORTMP',I2.2, '.',I3.3)
OPEN( 3,FILE=FNAME, FORM=' UNFORMATTED')
WRITE(3)SONSN(2) ,SVSRU(2) ,GLCSRU(2) ,NSNHOLD, IBUDSRU(2)

C
C+*-* READ NEXT RECORD. IF FLAGGED, CHECK NSNSRU VS NSNHOLD AND IF
C'-* .LE. END THIS OUTPUT FILE AND START A NEW ONE.

100 READ(2,END=199)SONSN(2),SVSRU(2),GLCSRU(2),NSNSRU(2),IBUDSRU(2)
IF(SVSRU(2).GT.1. )THEN

IF(NSNSRU( 2). or .NSNHOLD)THEN
NSNHOLD-NSNSRU( 2)

ELSE
C -- START NEW FILE. CLOSE OLD FILE 3 AND OPEN NEW ONE.

CLOSE(C3)
IOUTMIOUT+1
WRITE(FNAME, 50)DATADIR,JOUr, lOUT
OPuN(3, FILE=FNAME, FORM-' UNFORM4ATTED')

END IF
EID IF
WRITE(3)sONSX(2),SVSRU(2),GLCSRU(2),NSNSRU(2),IBUDSRU(2)
GO TO 100

C
C**S* DONE

199 CLOSE(2,STATUS='DELMEE)
CLOSED )
wRIT(*,*)' SPLIT COMPLETED WITHIJOUT,' OUTPUT FILM~.'
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C
C
C
C
C

C*-* 0000 NOW MERGE FILES, TWO AT~ A TIME, INTO SORTED.YYL 0000 1

- WAVE LOOP. N WAVES CAN MERGE 2^n FILES.
C+* REDUCE NUMBER OF FILES BY A FACTOR OF 2 BY MERGING PAIRS.
C**** EACH MERGE IS A NEW WAVE. Jour IS WAVE INDEX. IOUT IS FILE
C** INDEX. IOUTLAST IS MAXIMUM 101ff FOR LAST WAVE. IOL) IS FILE
C+-"* INDEX FOR PREVIOUS WAVE. IF IOUT!LAST=1, LAST WAVE HAD ONLY
C*4** ONE FILE (WHICH IS SORTED), ERGO YOU'RE DONE.

200 IOUrLAST=IOUr
tF(iouffLAsT.EQ.1)GO TO 900
JOLD=-JOt~r
JoTur=JOtur+1
lOUT =1
IOLD=1

C
C
C
C ===IOLD/IOUyr LOOP, MERGE PAIRS TIL <2 LEFT.
C ==MERGE TWO FILES (JOLD, IOLD & JOLD, IOLD+l) INTO ONE
C (JOUr, LouT). FIRST OPEN FILES AND READ INITIAL RECORDS.

300 WRrrE(FNAME, 50)DATADIR,JOLD, IOU)
OPEN( 1,FILE=FNAME,FORM='UNFORMATrED')
READ(1I)SONsN(1) ,SVSRU(1 ),GLCSRU( 1), NSNSRU( I), IBUDSRU( 1)

C
320 WRITE(FNAME, 50)DATADIR, JOLD, IOLD+I

OPEN (2, FILE=FNAME, FORM=' UNFORMATTED')
READ(2)SONSN(2),SVSRU(2),GLCSRU(2)NsNsRJ(2),IBUDSRU(2)

C
WRITE(FNAME, 50)DATADIR, JOUT, lOUT
OPEN( 3, FILE=-FNANE, FORM=' UNFORM4ATTED')

C
C
C -- uMERGE LOOP. MERGE TWO SORTED STACKS. ====

C =-MERGE ONE RECORD. COMPARE AND PROCESS WINNER.
400 IF(NSNSRU(1).LT.NSNSRU(2))THEN

IWONwI
ELSEIF(NSNSRU(1).EQ.NSNSRU(2).AND.SVSRU(1).GT.SVSRU(2))THEN

IIION=l
ELSE

IWON=2
END IF
WRITE(3)SOISN(IWON) ,SVSRU(IWON)

& ,GLCSRU(IWON),NSNSRU(IWON),IBUDSRU(IWON)
READ( IWON ,ENDm499 )SONSN( IWON) ,sVSRU( IWON)

& ,GLCSRU(rWON),,NSNSRU(IWON),IBUDSRU(IWON)
GO TO 400
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C
499 NSNSRU(IWON).' ----------

IF(NSNSRU(1).NE.NSNSRU(2))GO TO 400
C ====== END OF MERGE LOOP
C
C
C ==THIS MERGE COMPLET~E. TIME TO MERGE NEXT TWO.
C = CLOSE AND ERASE OLD FILES.

500 CLOSE( 1,STATUS='DELErEI)
CLOSE(2,STATUS='DELMEE)
CLOSEDC )

C
C I=F IOLD NOT NEAR IGUTLAST, KEEP GOING,

IF(IOLD.LT. IOUTLAST-2)THEN
IOLD=IOLD+2
IOtrr=IOUTr+l

GO TO 300
END IF

C ===========END OF IOLD LOOP
C
C
C
C****4 ELSE GO TO NEXT WAVE.

IF(IOLD.EQ. IOUTLAST-2)THEN
C ===SPECIAL CASE FOR ODD #ed LAST FILE. JUST COPY TO NEW WAVE.

IotYIr=Iotut+1
WRrrTE(WRK, 550) DATADIR, JOLD, IOUTLAST, DATADIR, JOUr, lOUT

550 FORKAT(lmv ',A,'/SORTMP',I2.2, '.',3.3,X,A,/SORTMPI
& , 12.2,1. ', 13.3)

CALL SYSTEN(WRK)
END IF
GO TO 200
C********NNNNEND OF WAVE LOOP

C
C
C
C
Cu:
C** 000000000 NOW JUST MOVE LAST FILE TO SORTED. TYL 000000000 +*

900 wRiTE(wRK, 95o)DATADiR,JOUr, IOUT,DAiTADIR, IYEAR,LEVELNM
950 FORMAT('uv ',A,'/SORTMP,I2.2,'.',3.3,X,A,/SORTED.'

& ,12,Ii)
CALL SYSTIEI(WRK)
WRITE(*, *)' SPLITSRT COMPLETED SUCCESSFULLf'
END
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C*+** SRUSTART, STARTS FILLING THE SRUEBO & SYPRIME ARRAYS
SUBROUTINE SRUSTART

C
C**** THIS SUBROUTINE INITIALIZES THE SRUEBO (& CO.) ARRAYS.
C**H* IF NSRUEDO IS RETURNED AS 0. THEN NO CHILDREN.
C**** THIS SUBROUT~INE ASSUMES THAT NSN ,NSNSRU, SOhT~V, GLCSRU,
C***H* & SONSN ARE DEFINED.
C

IM4PLICIT INTEGER(Z)
C

COMMON/GENCHAR/NSN
COMMON/GENERAL/DEBUG, Q, COST
CHARACTER NSN*13
LOGICAL DEBUG

C
COMMON/SRUCHA/NSNSRU ,SONSN ,SONSNT

COMMON/SRUBLK/SRUEBO ,SYPRIME, NSRUEBO, ISRUSTRT
& ,SVSRU, GLCSRU, RGLCSRU, NSONSNT, NSREADS

PARAMET~ER (ZSRUEBO=2000, ZSONSNT=300)
REAL SRUEBO (0:ZSRUEBO) ,SVPRIME(0: ZSRUEBO)
CHARACTER SONSN*13,SONSNT (ZSONSNT )*13,NSNSRU*13

C
CI**I* INITIALIZE.

NSRUEBO=O
SRUEBo( O)=o.
NSONSNT =0

C*+I* PROCESS RECORD UNLESS PAST NSN.
IF (DEBUG) WRITE (*,iO) NSNSRU,!9SN

10 FORMAT (' NSNSRU = ',A,' NSN = ',A)
100 IF(NSNSRU.GT.NsN)RETURN

C
C***-* IF A M4ATCH PROCESS ALL FLAGGED RECORDS.
C
C

IF(NSNSRU.EQ.NSN)THEN
C
C -=IF A REAL SVSRU IS ENCOUNTERED, YOU'RE DONE.

IF(SVSRU. LE. 500.)RETURN
C
C an SUPER LARGE SVSRU IS A FLAG THAT THIS RECORD IS
C mn=r REALLY A STARTING RECORD. SAVE. THE GLCSRU

* ~~ C33-r THESE RECORDS IS ACTUALLY STARTING EBO. SUM.
C

SRUEBO( o)-RUEBO(O)+GLCSRU
SRUEBO(1 )wSRuEBO(O)

* NSOXM NSONSNT+1
NSRUEBO=1
IF(NONSNT.G.ZSONSNrT)STOP I ISONSNT > Z'
SONSN(L5ONSNT )wSONSN

END IF
C
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C N N N N N N * N N N N *N N NNN --- ---

C
C**** READ NEXT RECORD AND LOOP BACK.
C

READ(3,END=199)sONSN,SVSRU,GLCSRU,NSNSRU, IBUDSRU
150 FORMAT (I ',Al3,IX,E13.7,1X,F13.2,1X,A13,I3)

IF (DEBUG) WRITE (*,150) SONSN,SVSRU,GLCSRU,NSNSRU,IBUDSRU
NSREADS=NSREADS+1
GO TO 100

C
C
C** EOF. SET HIGH NSNSRU TO PREVENT~ FURTHER READS.

199 NSNSRU=' ------------------
C

iF(DE.BuG)wRzrE(*,*)'-> IN sRUSTART NSONSNT[O~fl= ',NSONSNT
C

RETURN
END
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C**+* UPDATA, UPDATES THE COMPONENT DATA FILES BASED ON
C FLYING HOUR PROGRAM

SUBROUTINE UPDATA(DATADIR, IYEAR,FH)
C

CHARACTER DATADIR*7, FNAME*30, NSN*1 3, NIA*1 3
INTEGER ASSET, BUDCOD

C
C+* READ AIRCRAFT TYPE BASELINE FLYING HOUR PROGRAM

WRITE (FNAME, 1O)DATADIR
10 FORMAT(A,'/HOURS')

OPEN(3,FILE=FNAME, ERR=900,STATUS='OLD')
READ( 3, *)BASHRS

C
C+*** CHECK FOR OLD DATA FILES AND ADJUST PIPELINES.

DO 500 I=1,2
WRrTE(FNAME, 20)DATADIR, IYEAR, I

20 FORNAT(A, '/DATA. ',I2,Il)
OPEN(1I,FILE=FNAME,ERR=900,STATUS='OLD')
WRITE (FNAME, 30) DAT ADIR, ITEAR, I

30 FORMAT (A, '/COMPDATA. ',I2,I1)
OPEN(2,FILE=FNAME,FORM=' UNFORMATTED')

100 READCI,*,END=200)NSN,COST,BR,OS,DR,CR,ASSET,N{A
& ,LEVEL,BUDCOD

BR=FH*BR/BASHRS,
OS=-FH*OS/BASHRS
DR=FH*DR/BASHRS
CR=FH*CR/BASHRS
WRITE(2)NSN,COST,BR,OS,DR,CR,ASSE,RA,LEVEL,BUDCOD
aO'ro 100

200 CLOSE(1)
CLOSE(C2)

500 CONTINUE
GOTO 999

C
900 WRITE (*)'DATA FILES NOT FOUND. '

& 'PLEASE CHECK DIRECTORY "',DATADIR,I""
CALL GETPID(ID)
CALL KILL(ID,9)

C
999 CONTINUE

RETURN
END
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